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Project Proven Tools and Techniques for ISD: 
 

The Gathering and Use of Target Audience Data 
 
 

Article Series Opening 
Greetings! This new monthly PX article series entitled “Project Proven Tools and  
Techniques for ISD” will cover the following 12 topics during 2007, beginning in    
January: 

 
1. The Gathering and Use of Target Audience Data 
2. The Performance Model 
3. The Enabling Knowledge/Skills 
4. Existing T&D Assessments for Re-Use 
5. Curriculum Architecture Modules, Events and Paths 
6. ADDIE-level Events, Lessons and Instructional Activities 
7. ISD Design of On-the-Job-Coaching and Qualification/Certification Events 
8. Key ISD Roles 
9. Teams for Curriculum Architecture ISD Efforts 
10. Teams for ADDIE-level ISD Efforts 
11. Pilot-Testing Guidelines and Tools for ISD 
12. Tips for Recruiting and Working with a Powerful ISD Project Steering Team 
 
 
 
My intent is to share with you what has worked for me during my 25+ years experience  

as both an internal and external ISD/HPT consultant  
in over 250 projects with clients including 44 US Fortune 500 firms!  

I also intend to post each article on the ISPI web site for the IS ProComm,  
to enable readers to engage: ask questions, make challenges and generally  

share their approaches of what has worked for them! 
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Note: This version has been expanded from the                       
version published in ISPI’s PX January 2007  

 
Article 1 Opening 
The first topic we’re covering is:  
 

The Gathering and Use of Target Audience Data  
 
“Know thy customer” applies to ISD as well as it does    
to any consumer product venture.  

For that reason, gathering Target Audience Data is    
one of the four types of analyses I employ in my ISD  
efforts.  

 A good picture of the target audience allows project  
team members to make better “ISD decisions as well as 
the business decisions”  that always exist within the   
ISD process. 

 
There are many types of potential Target Audience Data (TAD) one might need in an 
ISD effort, and at different points-in-the-ISD-project-cycle of your specific ISD process. 
All of which is gathered upstream to influence some decision later, downstream.  
 
And that’s the only reason to gather any data about the target audience… to influence 
those ISD project decisions that you will inevitably face downstream. And especially 
those that are “more-business decisions” than “ISD-decisions” - that are made along 
the way. 
 
I’ve always found it difficult, for some strange reason, to get straight facts about the   
target audience from clients and stakeholders. HR often has had trouble. This has    
often been due to a lack of commonality across the client organization and the varia-
tion of “process or sets of processes” performed by a “single job title” or a “team,” 
which could be cross-functional, or not.”  
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So I’ve learned to start early and often in my pursuit of agreement/consensus from my 
client and their handpicked Project Steering Team of appropriate stakeholders, as to 
“who are we targeting?”  
 
And because it’s often been a challenge I’ve learned to explain what we we’re going to 
do with the data in the ISD process we were using. I’d explain, using a graphic of the 
project’s phases and sub-phases, where we needed the data, so as to increase a 
sense of urgency, appropriately.  
 
Where do I need what Target Audience Data downstream in the ISD process? And 
why do I think so and say so? 
 
Since becoming an Instructional Developer in 1979 I’ve been involved in hundreds of 
ISD efforts. Since 1982 I’ve conducted 74 Curriculum Architecture Design efforts 
(usually large-scale Training Needs Analysis-type projects) and over 50 ADDIE-level 
ISD efforts.  
 
And I’ve developed and evolved the PACT Processes for T&D/ Learning/ Knowledge 
Management, a 3-level set of integrated ISD methods and tools, for use at 2 consulting 
firms where I was an owner/partner (SWI 1982-1997 and CADDI 1997-2002).  
 
We used those methods in our consulting projects with Fortune 500 and smaller firms. 
I’ve trained dozens of my own staff members as well as hundreds of our clients’ ISD 
staff members, in these methods as well. 
 
This is how I approach and think about TAD—Target Audience Data, one of four types 
of analysis data we’re covering in the first 4 articles in this 12-part series...by beginning 
with both the end in mind...and the very next downstream effort in my structured ISD        
approaches. 
 
Downstream Uses of the TAD 
Downstream from some upstream, early project discussions and planning efforts…I will 
need the following, early in the pre-Analysis efforts. But as an external consultant I 
needed enough of all of this to “plan” my entire project in sufficient detail, up front, to 
enable me to fix fee price the effort! I quickly learned what I needed for success. 
 

For Project Planning I need Target Audience Data (TAD)…which job title(s) 
and for which process(es) are agreed to be the “targets” for efforts for the      
analysis, design, development, etc.  And are all targets equal? More on that 
later. This helps me size my Analysis Team meetings and my Design Team 
meetings. Should they be 3-day, or 4-day or perhaps a 2-day meeting? 
 
The more Target Audiences, the more “reps” I’ll need to facilitate in those meet-
ings...and while more heads is better than one...it takes longer to get them to 
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discuss, debate and achieve consensus. There are other factors to estimating 
the length of “meeting time” I’m going to plan for, but this is one key to that    
educated guess-work. 
 
For Analysis I need TAD to…help me sort out output/task “involvement and   
responsibilities” in my Performance Modeling efforts. Whose performance do we 
need to really capture in greater detail, and whose (if anyone’s) can we capture 
with less detail? And who, if anyone, should we ignore, deliberately? More on 
that later. 
 
And that Performance Modeling effort leads to next,  determining who needs 
which of the enabling K/S items, as those are derived systematically, using the    
Performance Model, in the next  analysis step.  
 
And when we assess any and all existing T&D content for reuse potential, we’ll 
need to know who, which Target Audiences, are the ultimate end users. 
 
For Design I need TAD to…determine who to really address fully and partially, 
as I define one or more T&D Paths (learning continuums) for the target            
audience.  
 
It also will help me determine how to configure the “shareable” and “unique” 
content objects into the right number of instructional products to both increase 
performance impact, and reduce content redundancy’s increased costs for     
downstream-from-design development, pilot-testing, updating and then ongoing 
administration, deployment, and maintenance. 
 
Understanding your Target Audience Architecture helps define your required   
Enterprise Content Architecture for your objects administration, and the various 
types and levels of packaging (for deployment). An Enterprise Content           
Architecture ideally also reflects the Enterprise Process Architecture. A mixture 
if you will. With form following function.  
 
For Development - I need TAD to…determine the number of sub-populations  
to use to test the instructional materials and process in my Pilot-Test...always 
referred to also as “the first delivery”...so it doesn’t look like we’re not trying to 
bring this product to the market pronto and slowing everything down with more 
testing! 
 
And if the stakes are high for this ISD effort, and there are a lot of eyes on it,  
my client’s will always try to put their spies in the Pilot to get feedback from 
somebody they trust. I don’t blame them. So I accommodate them, and even 
encourage them. We call them both spies and Management Representatives.  
 
But how many Pilot-Tests should I plan for, and what are the other implications 
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to the conduct of Pilot-Testing? 
 
The instructional content’s integrity - related to its completeness, accuracy and 
appropriateness, can be tested using the handpicked Master Performers and 
SMEs as Management Representatives in my Pilot-Testing efforts. Only they 
can be the judge of completeness,    accuracy and appropriateness. But you 
can’t really measure learning/instructional effectiveness using them. They 
should already “know it!” 
 
To measure the instructional effectiveness I use members of the Target          
Audience, and we call them Target Audience Reps.   
 
This is all further complicated if there is more than one Target Audience. Say, 
one target is all Product Managers. But if you also include the Market Managers, 
Engineering Managers, Manufacturing Managers, Sales Managers, Service 
Managers, and Financial Managers required to represent the enterprise and the 
“New Product Development” process owned by Marketing, then you need to 
plan for accordingly for your Pilot-Test. 
 
Then say that there is more than one New Product Development process, as  
the Target Audiences are from three different business units who haven’t quite 
accomplished the common-ization of that global process yet. Did you see that 
one coming early enough? That you were to address not one but three        
processes? 
 
For Implementation - I need TAD to…determine who, in terms of the target  
audience or audiences, and their management, will need to be informed         
regarding the instructional products availability, accessibility, etc. Or trained as 
coaches, mentors, etc. 
 
And I use TAD to determine if and then how we will need to roll-out or launch 
the instructional product or products differently, for those “different” audiences. 
I’ve found that even a large scale ISD effort aimed at one job title is almost     
always more complicated than that. There are often Target Audience 
“segments” that I  should have recognized sooner. 
 
For Evaluation - I need TAD to…determine how many distinct evaluations will 
potentially be necessary.  And how many languages, or other/multiple versions 
for other reasons...do regulatory issues vary for anyone with that same job title? 

 
One Way To Start the Gathering Process 
One of the things I like to do to get this started is to get the client and/or Project   
Steering Team talking amongst themselves to collectively, up front, tell me their      
consensus as to which job titles are in the Primary, Secondary, AND Tertiary target  
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audiences - which I define for them as follows: 
 

► Primary Target Audience– We intend to focus on and consider any and all 
of their K/S needs – as scoped by the intent of the project, and provide     
most of instructional content (including job aids, EPPS, etc.) to meet all of 
their needs. They are critical and they are the reason for this ISD effort. They 
are “in the box.” 

 
► Secondary Target Audience – We may need or wish to consider some     

of their K/S needs, because later the client may wish to provide some        
instructional content to meet some of their needs, as the view of rewards/
risks dictate. They sit on the “edge of our box.” 

 
► Tertiary Target Audience – Outside our scope entirely; but could be       

confused by some to be included. Or confused by you to not be included, 
only to find out late that they are. Used to discuss, clarify and list those “who 
we will not focus on,” address or consider at all, from a K/S needs stand-
point, by job title or department, or function, etc. They are “outside the box.”  

  
 If you’ve ever been burned by this “Murphy” before, you’ll find that this    
 is a great device for getting that established on the front end. It’s a          
 summarization/clarification device, if anyone asks. 

. 
Once we have our “who’s on first, what’s on second” dialogue concluded, for each 
group/job title as appropriate, we try to “generally pin down” the following data points, 
or we discuss the likely sources and exactly who, and how, they will be gathered.  
 

Target Audience Data Points 
 
► Population Sizes (Current, Near-Term, Long-Term) 
 
► Working (or Home Room) Locations for those populations 
 
► Educational Background for each job title* 
 
► Experience Background for each job title* 
 
► Years in the Job/Experience Levels for each job title* 
 
► First Language/Language Issues for each job title* 
 
► Feasible/Non-Feasible Instructional Deployment Platforms* 

 
* whatever can be generalized, or specifics related to any divergence                  
from the norm for the Target Audience(s) 
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This initial data gathering and discussion early in the project gets the client group   
thinking about some of the implications of the initially roughed out data, especially if I 
point those things out to them as part of my data summarization/confirmation process. 
It’s initial data because I’ve learned that it too will possibly change.  
 
I’ve had Analysis Team move “jobs” from Secondary to Primary and even from Tertiary 
to Primary. Given that I’d asked for an empowered Analysis Team from the Project 
Steering Team, we had to adapt.  
 
It doesn’t happen often, but I’ve learned not to be surprised. And as the changes are 
recognized early enough, less damage is done to the project’s ultimate outputs, costs 
or schedule. 
 
 
Precision 
Which brings up a point about data precision…how precise do I have to be regarding 
the data? Usually not very. I’m typically looking for “what is safe to generalize” and 
“what is not safe to generalize.”  
 
Given the inherent differences in people and therefore the Target Audiences. They all 
work at home or on the road is worth knowing. Or that they do both with tremendous 
variation person to person. And that that won’t change. 
 
Knowing that the population is approximately 75, give or take 3-4, is probably close 
enough. That’s 70 to 80-ish. Or that it’s roughly 2500 with a turnover of 30-40%. Or 
that the majority of the Target Audience have advanced engineering degrees. Or that 
the population includes both degreed specialists in the most critical performances in 
the larger business process, as well as folks hired off the street to do the less critical, 
but necessary tasks.  
 
Of course there are situational exceptions where more exacting precision is required. 
But not often that I’ve found.   
 
And there are other “data points” that you might need due to your ISD process          
specifics. If you are working within a highly regulated industry chances are that you 
have additional data needs to support having the mandated paper trail available for   
future regulatory needs.  
 
 
Summary & Close 
The only reason to gather any data about the target audience… is to influence those 
decisions that you will inevitably face downstream. What you are typically trying to    
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establish, by documenting the consensus regarding some set of Target Audience Data 
points is to understand, point by point  
 

►  “what is safe to generalize” and “what is not safe to generalize.”  
 
Adapt the data points on page 6 to your specific needs, specific to your ISD process. 
 
Having clarified the “who” for our ISD efforts via the TAD approach, we can shift our 
focus to their performance expectations and any current gaps/causes from desired  
levels of performance, which we’ll cover next month in: The Performance Model. 

 
Guy W. Wallace, CPT, has been an external ISD and HPT consultant since1982,                           
is the president of EPPIC Inc., has been a member of ISPI since 1979,                                        
is a past president of ISPI, is the author of lean-ISD, and is a recipient of                                      
an ISPI 2002 Award of Excellence. He may be reached via guy.wallace@eppic.biz                      
and related resources may be obtained at his website: www.eppic.biz. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Now it’s your turn…to participate passively or actively... 

 
Read what others are contributing!!! 

Share your relevant methods & tools!!! 
Share your questions, comments or concerns!!! 

 
Log onto the ISPI web site: www.ispi.org     

 

To Fully Participate - ISPI encourages anyone who would like to participate in the IS Professional Community  
to go to Discussion Groups, log in, click on My Subscriptions and add the Instructional Systems ProComm    
to your list of groups.  

Consider getting involved the 6 other ProComms as well, or any of the other Discussion Groups! 

For Discussion Group Help (a "primer"): See Help on the Discussion Group Home Page: 

http://performance.ispi.org/scriptcontent/Custom/indexPage.cfm?page=DiscussionHelp&section=communities 
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Project Proven Tools and Techniques for ISD: 
 

The Performance Model 
 
Expanded Article 2 Opening 
The second topic that we’re covering in this expanded article from the12-part PX series 
is:  

The Performance Model 
 
The Performance Model (PM) is used to: 
 

► Capture an articulation of ideal performance in terms of outputs, output 
measures/standards, tasks, roles & responsibilities 

 
► Capture a gap analysis of typical performance versus ideal performance  

and identify the “probable causes” for those deviations. 

Key Tasks
Describes the key 
activities needed to 
produce the outputs

Roles/Responsibilities
Clarifies who is typically 
responsible for performing 
the tasks

Deficiency
dE=Environment
dK=Knowledge/skill
dI=Individual 

attribute/value

Key Outputs and 
Metrics or Measures
Describes what is 
produced from 
doing the job tasks 
and identifies key 
performance 
measures of each 
output

Typical Performance Gaps
Identifies any typical ways 
the output or task does not 
meet performance 
standards

Probable Gap Cause(s)
Identifies most likely causes 
for each typical 
performance issue/ 
deficiency

The Most Convenient Stores
Store Management
Performance Model

©2002 EPPIC, Inc.
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Figure 2 – A Performance Model Chart
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The Data 
The Performance Model chart format that I use captures two sets of data...on the left it 
captures the ideal “outputs of performance and their key measures” the “tasks to     
produce those  outputs,” and “roles/responsibilities” per task. On the right it captures a 
gap analysis against that ideal. 
 
The Roles/Responsibilities reflect the primary and secondary Target Audiences     
discussed in the first article in this 12-part series. The performance model captures a 
consensus of the performance requirements for those performers. 
 
Uses for the Data 
The “outputs and measures and tasks and roles/responsibilities” captured in the 
first 4 sets of columns of the PM chart are quite clear in describing the required       
performance for first defining the terminal and enabling learning objectives, and then 
targeting all of the  content required appropriately, etc.  
 
I always ask my client Project Steering Teams if the stack of Performance Model 
charts (at least one for every AoP) states the learning objectives sufficiently for each 
“role” for guiding the downstream development/acquisition and pilot-testing efforts. 
They always agree. 
 

In the next phase of my Curriculum Architecture-level of ISD and my ISD        
approach at the ADDIE-level, Design, we use those very descriptions of        
performance as “Output/Tasks Clusters” of data, in the design process to         
ensure that the instructional design is focused on and anchored in the targeted 
performance. But before that design phase, in my next step of analysis, I and 
the Analysis Team will use the Performance Model data to systematically derive 
the enabling Knowledge/Skills. 

 
The “gap data” captured in the last sets of columns on the right side of the PM chart 
tell us exactly the types of performance issues that the learners will likely/typically face 
back on-the-job, whether they are preventable or not.  
 
This gap data becomes fodder for all of my later design’s “application” exercises...after            
the appropriate “information” and “demonstration” content that is. Those applications’ 
content fidelity is driven by how real these “typical deficiencies” are. And that depends 
on your source and methods for capturing this data. 
 
Source and Method 
The Performance Models should ideally be produced using the insights and               
experience of Master Performers and other Subject Matter Experts. Just as one     
pulls together the right people to map a process, the Performance Model is as good   
as its sources.  
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While the Performance Models can be developed after conducting numerous             
interviews and observations, I’ve found another approach that produces a higher    
quality product...the analysis data itself... much quicker and more cheaply. 
 
I typically facilitate groups of 8-12 hand-picked Master Performers and other Subject 
Matter Experts in a 3-4 day Analysis Team  meeting face-to-face, that produces both 
the Performance Model and the Knowledge/Skill Enabler Matrices (the  subject for next 
month). Handpicked by a Project Steering Team of stakeholders. 
 
Of course the length of the meeting depends on the scope, complexity, newness and 
controversy level of the targeted performance to be captured. And the willingness of 
the participants to come to appropriate consensus. If I am doing a complex Curriculum 
Architecture design effort the Analysis Team meeting (AT) is perhaps 4 or 5 days in 
length. For an ADDIE-like effort of a 4-5 day “course” the AT meeting might be 1 or 2 
days.  
 
Other Inputs 
And if a Process Map,  or other models, maps, naming conventions, etc. already      
exist, we would typically follow them and any framework/structure “as closely as       
appropriate” to inform our own Performance Model’s structure and naming...in what we 
call Areas of Performance (AoPs), so as  not to create two different views of one    
process performance. We use them unless those old models/frameworks/names need 
to be changed, as determined by the Analysis Team, and won’t lead to other,           
additional, costly changes elsewhere in other enterprise efforts.  
 
The Performance Model allows one to look more closely at the human role in the   
processes, and serves to inform additional data gathering efforts, such as the enabling 
knowledge/skills, but also other non-human, environmental enablers (going beyond 
ISD to HPT). 
 
Why produce them? To provide input 
to the enterprise functions, systems 
and       processes that deal with the 
human variable, AND to the           
enterprise functions, systems and 
processes that deal with the         
non-human variables in the ongoing 
operations of the targeted processes. 
 
Areas of Performance 
Performance Models are organized 
by Areas of Performance (AoP)  
which segment the “whole of the    
performance” into logical chunks     

Figure 1 – Areas of Performance (AoPs)
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for continued analysis. An example set  of AoPs from a real project (edited a bit) is pre-
sented in Figure 1 on the prior page. 
 
The goal with the AoPs is to create a consensus “segmentation” or “configuration” of 
the total performance of the scope of the project.  A configuration that eliminates (or 
minimizes) any gaps and overlaps for the scope of performance that we are charged 
with addressing. Be it a whole job or department  and all or some of their work          
responsibilities; or one or more processes with many performers from multiple              
departments/organizations. 
 
This is the “analysis framework.” And a place to begin to create “customer ownership” 
of the data. More on that later. 
 
Another two examples are presented on this and the next page. 
 
The AoPs for a “made up” Convenience Store Manager job...used in an application  
exercise in my workshop series...derived from a real Curriculum Architecture project... 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In an ADDIE-level of ISD effort, the goal might have been to address one of the AoPs, 
or a sub of an AoP. Or to address an enabling K/S versus the specific performance.  
 
This “configuration of performance” chunks...or segments...divided their world...as 
seen by the assembled Master Performers on the Analysis Team. It accounted 100% 
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for the various, numerous, set of tasks, performed at varied cycles from one another. It 
was a rather complex job. And this captured it all for them. Next, the Performance 
Model charts added a rich detail to the consensus view of both “ideal performance” 
and the typical gaps of others (non-Master Performers) and their probable causes. 
 
That’s what I train the analyst to facilitate their team of Master Performers to do...to first 
look for and articulate at a high level, before getting dragged into the real-world details,  
the various “performance cycles” in the job, job family, team, etc. 
 
Next example….the AoPs for a “made up” Airline Attendant job from the application 
exercises in my workshop series: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The “performance cycles”  reflected here in this set of AoPs (other than for the last 
AoP...and more on that one later) were singular. They “prepared for a flight, did it, 
cleaned up” and then...did it all over again. A pilots job would also have similar cycles.  
 
An ISDers job would have the same singular cycle, doing ISD project work and then 
going to another unless they’re working on two or three projects at a time...as I had my 
ISD staff do for our external clients. Airline Pilot can’t do more than one flight at a time; 
can’t have overlapping cycles as an ISDer, or as many, many other jobs might. 
 
And each of these “performance cycles” has sub-cycles. Think of the sub-cycles inside 
“Boarding Passengers.”  How many times was the “warm smile, friendly greeting, and 
quick     assessment of special needs, brewing trouble, etc.” performed? And the occa-
sional  “let me help you with your seating” or “help with bag stowage” that might follow 
that first sub-cycle, but not always? 
 
And what about a brand manager leading a cross functional team of evolving players 
for a new automobile platform that will take 3-5 years to complete and cost 3-5 billion - 
with a “B” - dollars?  
 
Do they have cycles and sub-cycles? Yes they do. And if you had the time for literally 
hundreds of interviews and hundreds of observations, then you’d probably    figure it 
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out. But it’s much easier to bring a bunch of the best of them together to    hammer out 
something so important to getting right. 
 
The last AoP in this “made up” example reflects the Analysis Teams’ sometime need to 
politically position something of current importance. In the early 1980s it was often 
“safety,” then later in the 80s it was “quality.” As this happened to me often enough I 
make it a part of my  facilitator training. Being forewarned is part of being forearmed. 
It’s sometimes tricky. 
 
Performance Model Charts 
The Performance Model chart itself is a data gathering and reporting template. An    
example “typed-up” PM chart is presented in Figure 2 for one AoP. 
 

One or more physical flip-chart pages is produced in the team effort for capturing all of 
the “sub performance cycles” with each AoP...something that I also call the “output-
task clusters” of data. The example above shows one set. Other example pages might 
show two or three sets of “outputs-tasks” data per page including the gap analysis 
data. 
 
On the left side is “ideal performance” and on the right is the “gap analysis” against 
that ideal.  
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Note that the “weasel words” used to head that “third from the right” column…”Typical” 
is the key word. I’m not looking for the “blue moon” issues here, whatever “could” go 
wrong. I’m looking for the prevalent, day-in-day-out issues that the learners need to be 
prepared for. Note the similar “weasel words” of “Probable” cause. Not “root cause.”  
 

I kind of think of it this way: train ‘em on the ideal—the roles/responsibilities in 
task  performance to produce the outputs to the measures/standards... and then 
throw the monkey wrenches in of these “typical performance gaps” to prepare 
them for the real world issues...so that they learn strategies and tactics of the 
Master Performers in how to avoid it in the first place or how to recognize and 
deal with it and when, to minimize its impact on performance.  
 

You also get to capture all of the issues, K/S deficiencies and non-K/S issues for    
consideration by the Project Steering Team (PST) as to where and how to place their 
bets on improvement. I’ve had several, out of hundreds of projects, where the PST   
appropriately “killed the effort” after the analysis data was reviewed and it was          
determined that training alone would not address enough of the “causes” of the typical 
performance gaps to make this project the “horse to bet on.”  
 
I had seen it coming and was not surprised. It was obvious to me and the entire   
Analysis Team that training wasn’t going to address the fundamental issues. 

 
The Performance Modeling Technique 
Conducting Performance Modeling is best done via a group process, where an    
Analysis Team of Master Performers and Subject Matter Experts is systematically    
facilitated in  
 

► A review of the project’s goals, teams, meetings, outputs, and schedule 
 
► A review of this meetings’ goals, outputs, process steps and any concepts/

philosophies to embrace 
 
► Defining Areas of Performance (AoPs) for the scope of the analysis 
 
► Complete the PM charts for each AoP, including an articulation of ideal    

performance on the left-side of the chart - as well as a gap analysis on the 
right-side of the chart. 

 
Again, one could complete the AoPs chart and PM charts after conducting interviews, 
observations and draft reviews…but that approach takes a lot longer and is hard to 
create customer ownership in the output. Too often the analyst is the owner of the 
data…never ideal. More on this later. 
 
I use a double-wide flip chart easel or put two regular ones next to each other. I hand 
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draw the PM chart in black ink on the paper and use other colors for the contents.   
Colors that are visible in the room and lighting that I have to use. And I reserve “one 
color” of the flip chart pens for anyone at anytime to use to add to anything already 
posted. That way I can spot it later and then get the group concurrence (or not) on that 
item added outside the group-process.  
 

If you tell a group of Master Performers that you are producing a           
consensus  set of data - then you’d better make sure that’s what’s          
produced by your own process. 

 
I arrange the team members in a shallow “U” shape with the flip chart at the open end, 
and the wall for posting completed charts immediately behind me and the chart easel. I 
post immediately behind me for the constant referrals I’ll be “facilitating” later in the 
meeting. 
.  
 
Who Should Own the Data? 
Back to “customer ownership” of the data. It’s a key philosophy of my approach to ISD 
to “never own” the analysis data, or later the design itself. That’s the kiss of death in 
my view. It’s worse than any hot potato. 
 
Not only did I attempt to engineer that customer ownership into the very ISD processes 
that I use in my practice, I also tell my clients that regarding our ISD effort: “I own the 
process and they own the data.”  
 
They usually like that. They like it best if I take responsibility for the Instructional       
Design process and it working, AND that they get to approve/own all of the data and all 
of the content generated by that process. 
 
 And I do like it best when they do own the data. It saves all sorts of avoidable project 
rework on my part. 
 
And it all starts with the creation of the AoPs. I teach new facilitators to write down the 
first thing said and then talk about it with the group and see if there is consensus.  
 
Early in the analysis process you are actually teaching these smart folks how we’re  
doing the analysis efforts. Soon they speed up.  
 

And by the way - you’d better believe that all Master Performers are really very 
smart people...at least that’s been my experience in the 250+ analysis meetings 
I’ve conducted using these methods with handpicked Master Performers. 

 
Another example….think of how you might create the AoPs for an Instructional         
Designer job using the  “ADDIE” model as the basis...at the core...with hopefully an  
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upfront planning phase put into place...to address one of the key shortcomings I see 
with the ADDIE model of ISD .  
 
At least that’s what I’ve done in my model for the ADDIE-level of ISD...the middle level 
of 3 levels of ISD. 
 
How Many AoPs Should There/Could There Be? 
The most AoPs I’ve ever encountered in one project effort where we weren’t going   
after the entire enterprise (another story in itself) was for a computer manufacturer 
back in the late 1980s, and there were 27. But that is not typical. I always expect  
there to be 4 to 12, but am not surprised when there are fewer or more.  
 
It almost comes down to how the facilitator facilitates the Analysis Team as to whether 
the AoPs will be “beefy” or “lean.” And it shouldn’t matter.  But it worries the analysts. 
 

The “Rule of 8—NOT!” was created after training several dozen client ISD staff 
members at a large oil/energy firm in the early 1990s. One team came upon a 
project where they thought there was only one AoP. When they shared that with 
others in the department it created quite a stir. It was decided by those in    
management, who had been trained years before the others, that there should 
be more...about 8 AoPs.  
 
On my next visit to deliver another workshop for a new group of learners, the 
question came up on day 1. My answer, after they described the job title’s     
performance, duplicating video tapes, was: one AoP.  
 
More stir. 
 
After day 1 was over the management group walked in to discuss this apparent 
new rule of Guy’s. The one where there didn’t need to be 8 AoPs...like all of the 
examples I had been using in the training sessions that they went through for 
Analysis, and the one for Curriculum Architecture Design. 
 
That’s when we discovered that they had created a “rule of 8s” for AoPs          
because  that’s the number I used in all my workshop’s, structured application 
exercises… 
 

”Appos” as we call them...in line with the “Infos” and “Demos” that may 
proceed the Appo in a Lesson Design.   

 
I had used 8 AoPs in the design of my workshop to accommodate up-to 8 learn-
ers per workshop facilitator...to ensure that everyone got a turn at working 
through building a Performance Model chart for at least one AoP in a workshop        
Simulation Exercise. They, like good analysts, had picked up on the pattern; but 
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had not confirmed their understanding before using it. Thus the old “rule of 8” 
became the “Rule of 8—NOT!”  

 
For Curriculum Architecture design efforts for a single job there may be 6 to 12 
AoPs. Recent efforts have produced 4, 16 and 7. For projects targeting multiple jobs it 
can be more complex, unless they are working mostly  common processes.  
 
For efforts where we need to look at the performance requirements of management 
populations I use what I call a “Management AoP Framework” to sort their work into 14 
AoPs and then sort those into leadership, core and support “categories/buckets.”  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

And if you mix into your view, as I have done on the graphic above, the Core 
AoPs of the department’s individual contributors (in blue) along with the     
managerial AoPs, I  can get a great view of all of the processes that this entity  
is involved with...including those processes that “they own” and of the processes 
that they perform in, but “don’t own.” 

 
 
For ADDIE-type ISD efforts there may be only one AoP being targeted. For             
example: “Duplicate the Video Tapes.” Or– Prepare and Submit the Job Bid Package.” 
Or efforts where you are addressing only a portion of what was one AoP-         
“Conduct Performance Reviews” might have fallen out of a larger AoP labeled:         
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Human Assets Management. 
 
For Knowledge Management type efforts where one is often starting with the content 
or content-type first (best practices, lessons learned, examples, template/tools, etc.) 
there is a need to “back-into” the performance or performances of the one or many   
target audiences who are the “users” of your KM products.  
 
That’s why having the primary target audiences identified first really helps in minimally 
generating really “rough” Performance Model charts for those efforts.  
 

Those identified primary and secondary “Target Audiences” prior, help the     
developers/SMEs with at least a little focus as to “whose performance they are 
trying to affect”  and guide them into quickly determining “what that performance 
looks like.” The PM chart      provides a framework for at least “roughing out” 
what the “performance context” of the learner/performer/user “is” or “is assumed 
to be” - and using that to guide their micro-design steps prior to development. 

 
The Number and Naming of AoPs is Arbitrary 
The truth is, two analyst working with the same Analysis Team of people will most 
likely come up with different AoPs, if not in numbers then in names. 
 
But if you cover all 27 sets of “Outputs/Tasks” in you 9 AoPs and I did it in 11 AoPs, 
what’s right or wrong with either? Nothing. The trick is to get all of the outputs of hu-
man performance identified. AoPs are simply a means to THAT end. Not an end them-
selves.  

 
AoPs are simply a framework for conducting Performance Modeling. 
Hopefully with zero gaps or overlaps. And “politically acceptable” too! 

 
AoP exist within an existing framework of Systems of Proc-
esses, where a System is a bundle of processes owned by 
a department.  
 
I call this the Enterprise Process Architecture. The         
processes can be “accumulated” (rolled up) into functions, 
business units, all the way up to the Enterprise itself. 
 
Depending on what your focus is...addressing the needs of 
the entire Enterprise or developing one KM best practices 
set of content, the process themselves should be central on 
your radar screen. 
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Additional Resources 
Additional, in-depth content on this tool and technique is available in Chapter 11 of the 
3rd edition of “The Handbook of Human Performance Technology,” edited by James A. 
Pershing, CPT, PhD.  
 
Also in my book: lean-ISD, a recipient of a 2002 ISPI Award of Excellence.  
 
There is also content on the ISPI web site on Performance Modeling under “99-
Seconds.”  
 
And on my web site at www.eppic.biz  -  under the Resources tab: see the content of 
the following sub-tabs in bold: 
 

Articles tab 
► Performance Modeling & Human Asset Enabler Analysis 
► Using a Group Process to Create Models & Matrices 
► PACT Facilitation 
► Areas of Performance (AoPs) 
 
BPTrends Columns tab 
► Almost any in the quarterly series on Performance Improvement  
  Also available at:     www.bptrends.com  
 
2-Pagers tab 
► EPPI Model Areas of Performance (AoP) 
► AoPs 
► Performance Model 
 
Presentations tab 
► New Mexico 2004 Winter Workshop Materials 
► Pre-Read: Modeling Mastery Performance & Systematically Deriving Enablers 
► Analysis for EPPI – OBM Presentation 2003 
► Performance Modeling Workshop 
► Modeling Mastery Performance and Deriving the Enabling/Knowledge-Skills 

 
 
Summary & Close 
The Performance Model has two parts: the AoPs which segment/configure the analysis 
data to-be-generated, and the data charts...the Performance Model charts.  
 
The PM charts capture an articulation of ideal performance and a gap analysis. If you 
follow my approach you generated that data with a team process involving handpicked 
Master Performers and other Subject Matter Experts.  
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And...almost always generating “politically acceptable” data outputs - that  have value 
for both an ISDer downstream in their design and development efforts, and value for 
the  customer and stakeholders who typically can now see, performance-wise, where 
this is all heading.  
 
A real comfort-builder. A real performance-based approach.  
 
A real win-win/collaborative approach. 
 
Now that we have some clarity about 1– the Target Audience, and 2- their real-world 
Performance requirements, we are ready for the 3rd of 4 analysis methods that I have 
been using successfully, from the early version I used in all of my ISD efforts since 
back 1979...to today... 
 
Next month, systematically deriving: The Enabling Knowledge/Skills 

 
 

Guy W. Wallace, CPT, has been an external ISD and HPT consultant since1982,                           
is the president of EPPIC Inc., has been a member of ISPI since 1979,                                        
is a past president of ISPI, is the author of lean-ISD, and is a recipient of                                      
an ISPI 2002 Award of Excellence. He may be reached via guy.wallace@eppic.biz                      
and related resources may be obtained at his website: www.eppic.biz. 

 
Now it’s your turn…to participate passively or actively... 

 
Read what others are contributing!!! 

Share your relevant methods & tools!!! 
Share your questions, comments or concerns!!! 

 
Log onto the ISPI web site: www.ispi.org     

 

To Fully Participate - ISPI encourages anyone who would like to participate in the IS Professional Community  
to go to Discussion Groups, log in, click on My Subscriptions and add the Instructional Systems ProComm    
to your list of groups.  

Consider getting involved the 6 other ProComms as well, or any of the other Discussion Groups! 

For Discussion Group Help (a "primer"): See Help on the Discussion Group Home Page: 

http://performance.ispi.org/scriptcontent/Custom/indexPage.cfm?page=DiscussionHelp&section=communities 
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12-Part Series:  
Project Proven ISD  
Tools & Techniques 
Guy W. Wallace 
Certified Performance Technologist 
President, EPPIC Inc. 
ISPI Past President 
 

guy.wallace@eppic.biz  

Project Proven Tools and Techniques for ISD: 
 

The Enabling Knowledge/Skills  
 

Expanded Article 3 Opening 
The third topic that we’re covering in this expanded article in the 12-part PX series is:  

 
systematically deriving 

 
The Enabling Knowledge/Skills  

 
I use a K/S Matrix or Matrices to capture the enabling “awareness/knowledge/skills” 
that the Master Performers and Subject Matter Experts on my Analysis Team, agree 
are “needed” to perform at a mastery level. And, of course, that does not always make 
them 100% right.  
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But who else would you have determine them – especially in complex jobs/processes 
where there is more cognitive/covert behavior going on than the physical/overt         
behavior that a trained observer could see?  
 
We might be able to observe and interview on the process performance, the overt stuff. 
It might be “process mapped” ala Rummler, but not the covert stuff, going on in the 
heads of the performers AND in the background (a trend of energy prices rising in 
Asia) that’s not easily observable or easily extracted in interviews.   
 
Competencies 
A warning to you: 
 

I don’t like what’s become of the “competency movement” and how  
they first generate and then use these “generic lists of things.” 

 
Why? 

As I’ve been exposed to an early, Rummler-based, performance model-driven       
analysis and design methods for ISD, that I used to develop the standard/
common  ISD processes that my staff would use in 2 consulting firms (SWI 
1982-1997 and CADDI 1997-2002) on hundreds of projects...I expect more real-
world fidelity on the “handles” HR and others use in determining peoples’        
potential value and worth, and both their “current capability” and “total capacity” 
to learn/master the performance. 

 
Oh– there are exceptions. If your view of competencies is detailed and rigorous and 
reflects the specific common and unique “things” that compromise “the right stuff” for 
each job (or “role” if you prefer)...then I’m OK with the loose term “competency.”  
 
Call the captured K/Ss the “enabling competencies” versus the “performance          
competencies” captured on the Performance Model.  
 
Yes, my approach means that there are more “things” to be managed than the 
“simpler” list of Competencies, that one finds too often in operation across HR. And too 
often at the core of ISD. It’s not really THAT simple...that training and helping     people 
to master generic competencies will help you compete and win. 
 

Back in 1991 I was asked to help a high tech firm figure out how to use my 
methods to help them back out some “performance orientations” from their    
million dollar, validated set of competencies. They had been handed this list and 
told to use it to re-structure their curricula. We all knew it was the wrong place to 
start from.  
 
These are enablers, these competencies. They are not the end game; they are 
not the business’ processes or value chain or the products/services rendered or 
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the returns and profits of those with a financial stake in the enterprise. 
 
How they can be determined without first a detailed picture of all of the        
processes of the enterprise? The core processes - and the processes of leader-
ship and of support? 

 
In a recent Curriculum Architecture design effort there were over 600 enabling K/S 
items derived and captured across 17 K/S categories; the project before that there 
were over 800 across 14 categories. Not all of equal importance or criticality in terms of 
enabling me to develop to become a Master Performer. 
 
For an ADDIE-level ISD project for a 5 day leadership workshop, there were 400    
discreet K/S identified across 15 of the 17 K/S Categories that I have evolved over 
many years of project applications for external customers. In about 1988 this list jelled.  

Again, not all K/S items are of equal importance. Study those columns to the right side 
of the format on the example on the next page to see how “important” each item was to 
the Analysis Team that generated that matrix. 
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K/S Categories 
Note that on the graphic on the prior page, the “LCD Slide” lists all 17 categories of 
enabling K/S...and marks those in bold that were used...leaving those not bolded as 
“not used”...plus it includes a category “zero” -  awareness/knowledge/skill in the      
performance itself.  
 
Here is a quick definition of each… 
 
 
The Quick Definition for Each K/S Category Is 
O - Performance Requirements 
 Includes all “Advanced Organizers”  and Overviews of each AoP’s Output/Task 
 Cluster of data. Taken right from the Performance Model. Not included in a 
 separate K/S Matrix as this data is already documented in the Performance 
 Model charts. 
 
1 - Policies/Procedures Knowledge 
 Includes all internal, company directives known generally as “policies &  
 procedures.” Linked to each AoP where relevant , where compliance is an  
 issue. Examples include: EEO, Progressive Discipline, Employee Termination. 
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2 - Laws/Regulations/Codes/Agreements/Contracts Knowledge 
 Includes all externally imposed, legal, issues  where compliance by the Target 
 Audience performers is an  issue to be managed. Examples include: Anti-Trust 
 Laws, Labor Laws, Occupancy codes.  
 
3 - Industry Standards Knowledge 
 Includes all externally imposed standards that do not have legal bearing/ 
 implications. Examples include: UL Standards, PAL Video format, iEEE  
 standards. 
 
4 - Internal Organizations & Resources Knowledge 
 Includes all internal organizations (functions/departments) that are involved in 
 any AoP of the Performance Model. Examples include: Public Relations,  
 Finance, HR. 
 
5 - External Organizations & Resources Knowledge 
 Includes all external organizations (government/companies) that are involved in 
 any AoP of the Performance Model. Examples include: FDA, Local Building 
 Inspector, Local Plumber under contract. 
 
6 - Marketplace Knowledge 
 Includes all trends, regulatory bodies and issues, competitive companies and 
 their competitive products/services. Examples include: environmental concerns 
 of the public, FDA actions, combined cell phone, camera and digital music 
 players. 
 
7 - Products/Services Knowledge & Skills 
 Includes all enterprise products and services, and information as to whom they 
 are for, what their features/benefits/advantages are, how to demo, etc.  
 Examples include: a combined cell phone, camera and digital music player, a 
 new monthly service plan for music, picture exchange and talking on the phone. 
 
8 - Process Knowledge & Skills 
 Includes all internal enterprise processes. Examples include:  New Product 
 Development, Annual Performance Reviews, Six Sigma. 
 
9 - Records/Reports/Documents/Forms Knowledge & Skills 
 Includes all paperwork (on paper or electronic) of the Output/Task Cluster of 
 each AoP of the Performance Model. Examples include: Accident Report, 
 Budget Request, Expense Reimbursement screen. 
 
10 - Materials/Supplies Knowledge & Skills 
 Includes all consumable materials and supplies of the Performance Model AoP 
 by AoP. Examples include: flip chart paper & pens, shipping boxes and labels. 
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11 - Tools/Equipment Knowledge & Skills 
 Includes all tools, equipment, machinery and vehicles, used in the performance 
 represented by the AoP. Examples include: handsaw, overhead crane, business 
 vehicle. 
 
12 - Computer Hardware/OS/Software Knowledge & Skills 
 Includes all computer tools and equipment as a separate category from #11. 
 Examples include: Keyboard shortcuts, Excel, Developing ASPs. 
 
13 - Personal/Interpersonal Knowledge & Skills 
 Includes all knowledge and skills of the individual and their physical/ 
 psychological/intellectual attributes that can be developed or  enhanced.  
 Examples include: Basic Keyboarding Skills, Project Management,  
  Win-Win Negotiations. 
 
14 - Management/Supervisory Knowledge & Skills 
 Includes all enabling K/S that are the province of management, that hadn’t been 
 listed as of yet in the systematic process . Examples include: Employee  
 Records Confidentiality, Budget Development, Travel Expense Reimbursement 
 Approval.  
 
15 - Business Knowledge & Skills 
 Includes all topics related to the management of business . Examples include: 
 Mergers & Acquisitions Strategies & Tactics, Leveraging the Stock Price,  
 Financing Options. Note: Often this category, and the next two becomes         
 important “catch all” categories, used-near-the -end of this step of analysis.  
 
16 - Technical Knowledge & Skills 
 Includes all the technical/professional skills of the typical performer. Examples 
 include: Instructional Systems Design, Brick Laying, CAD-CAM Systems  
 Operations. 
 
17 - Functional Knowledge & Skills 
 Includes all “home room” knowledge and skills of a particular department. Used 
 when performers are sometimes assigned outside of a natural department . 
 Examples include:  

- Materials Organization Processes/Concepts for engineers assigned to 
the Materials organization to help validate Suppliers 
- Knowledge  Management Organization Processes/Concepts for         
engineers assigned to the  Knowledge Management organization to help 
develop templates, best practices and lessons leaned content. 
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Capturing the Enabling K/S 
The discreet K/S items generated via a structured facilitation, are captured on the K/S 
Matrix, just like the two (different set-of-data) pictured below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note the columns in the middle where each K/S item is linked to the performance, at 
an AoP level, for those AoPs that it enables. These enabling competencies enable 
specific “performances” - not across the board “job titles at best” or “everyone is the 
same at worst”...as many poorly-done competency-based HR approaches have done. 
 
The columns on the right further detail how the single “K/S item” is obtained, how     
important it is to mastery, how difficult to learn, and to what depth the/any instructional 
content must go to in order to enable performance, which might be different for new or 
changed performance. Perhaps you’ll need two versions: one for incumbents and one 
for the new-to-the-job personnel. 
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Sometimes all that is needed is an very high “awareness level” and combined with 
what the Target Audience already knows, is sufficient to achieve the desired            
performance for incumbents...AND sometimes for the new people as well. 
 
How to Systematically Derive the Enabling K/S 
The data in the columns of the Knowledge/Skill Matrix is captured live by the facilitator 
during the same 3-to-4-day meeting in which the Performance Model is developed. In 
fact it is a big mistake to separate the two in “time and space.” They should be done 
together always.  
 

I’ve heard back from many who were forced to break this effort into tiny chunks. 
The wasted time in restarting, catching those who missed some of the chunks of 
time and effort had to be brought up to speed and everything had to be         
continuously re-negotiated.  
 
For that’s what the facilitator is continuously facilitating...the negotiations toward 
consensus for everything put into the K/S Matrix now, and the Performance 
Model before. 

 
To complete the Knowledge/Skill Matrices, knowledge/skill items are identified         
systematically and then listed on a matrix chart and the appropriate AoP is marked. A 
list (typically customized for a project) of predefined knowledge/skill categories allows 
the analyst to control the brainstorming session by providing an advanced organizer to 
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the Analysis Team as to the sequence of analysis steps and the changing focus from 
one K/S category to the next.  
 

First - take the first K/S category. Using that as the “scope” of what you are 
looking for at this moment, ask the Analysis Team to review the first AoP and 
the first Output/Task cluster of data, and then tell you what K/S items to write on 
the matrix list. Then do the next O/T Cluster. Link to the second set of            
columns...the Link to AoP column, as you go. Finish the AoP.  
 
Then go to the next AoP and using the same K/S Category and repeat the   
process.  
 
Once you’ve finished that first K/S Category with all of the AoPs, go to the    
second K/S Category and systematically derive the enabling K/S following the 
AoPs, one at a time.  
 

The focus is on the K/S Category and you shift from AoP to AoP. 
 
By structuring the brainstorming effort in this way, the analyst can keep the team fo-
cused on a “type of K/S” and keep the individual knowledge/skill items listed closely 
linked to performance as described in the Performance Model.  
 
AND the constant referrals back to the all of the AoP data, as many times as you have 
on the list of appropriate (for this project) K/S Categories to cover, will cause 
“continuous improvements” to occur to your collected data...the facilitator sometimes 
seems to endlessly be “updating the PM charts” and prior “K/S Matrices” while deriving 
K/S items. The process is self-healing. And it’s also tedious for most Analysis Teams, 
as I have forewarned them early and often before getting to this stage of the meeting. 
 
Finally after all of the K/S Categories have been “processed” and all K/S Items are 
linked to the AoPs, you go back to your very first page of the K/S Matrix and then you 
complete the right-hand side of the Matrices...capturing additional data points. These 
are also gathered at the Analysis Team meeting, for each knowledge/skill item on the 
matrix.  
 
This second pass is done with a more holistic view of ALL of the enabling K/Ss within 
the context of their Performance Model. Assessing the High-Medium-Low ratings for 
each K/S items at this point, with everything in perspective, seems to enable more 
consensus about every item’s relative value. For it is ALL relative. 
 
K/S Matrices Charts 
The Knowledge/Skill Matrices link each knowledge/skill item to the performance that it 
enables (as described in the Performance Model). See the figure on the next page. 
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Thus, the Performance Model ensures that the discrete knowledge/skill enablers in   
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The volatility column is an assessment of the amount of maintenance required 
by the content covering the knowledge/skill item. Volatility impacts packaging 
and deployment/distribution strategies. The analyst and team marks this column 
H, M, or L. 

 
The final column, depth, indicates the depth of coverage needed for the even-
tual/potential training… at the awareness level (A), the knowledge level (K), or 
the skill   level (S). 
 

Another aside...about A-K-S levels of depth… 
 

A long time ago, back in the mid-1980s, I was using an earlier version of these 
methods where we tagged every K/S items as K or S. The Analysis Team was 
seeming to  balk at putting a K or an S in that final column for many items.  
 
After me questioning them about their hesitancy - after all they had listed these 
enablers - they told me that they felt that every K, which would be “less content” 
in their minds than an S would, was still going to get “too much” treatment by 
their training department.  
 
That what could be covered in 2-10 minutes would get an hour or two. At least 
that’s how it seemed to them. Ah, voice of the customer. 
 
I asked if they would accept an “A” for awareness, signaling that this “item” 
should get “short shrift,” as one member put it, compared to a “K” that would 
cover a deeper Knowledge level than Awareness. 
 
It worked. Just as deciding that H-M-L (high-medium-low) was not always        
sufficient and that some “items” ARE really HH or HM or ML compared to the 
other “items” on these matrices. Or that some things are a “zero” and not even 
deserving of a L despite the fact that they made it to the list earlier. 

 
I’ve learned to “trust the process” and let the self-healing and self-correction take 
place, and to even facilitate that via taking extra care when making several passes at 
the data-sets for some of the AoPs, as I feel warranted by the prior discussions of the 
Analysis Team members. Sometimes it’s best to go slow first to later go fast. 
 
All of these data points are used in my downstream ISD design processes, by the     
Design Teams, who are “ideally” a subset of the Analysis Team, a topic which will be 
covered in a future article in this 12-part series. 
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Summary & Close 
The Knowledge/Skill Matrices link each knowledge/skill item to the performance that it 
enables as described in the Performance Model, thus ensuring that the discrete  
knowledge/skill enablers listed in the Knowledge/Skill Matrices are truly performance 
relevant.  
 
The K/S Matrices are a Bill of Materials (BOM) for the eventual instructional products 
that are currently gaps, to be developed/acquired in a prioritized manner, or left as 
gaps. 
 

After all, just because we can determine a K/S need,  
does not warrant meeting it. 

 
Additional, in-depth content on this tool and technique is available in Chapter 11 of the 
3rd edition of “The Handbook of Human Performance Technology,” edited by James A. 
Pershing, CPT, PhD. Plus my book: lean-ISD. Plus all of the other references listed in 
the expanded article from last month. 
 
Now that we have this clarity regarding the Target Audience, their Performance        
requirements, and the Enabling K/S requirements, we can assess all of the existing 
T&D/ Learning/ Knowledge Management content previously invested in, and determine 
its potential for reuse...AI- as is, or AM- after modification” or “NA- not appropriate for 
this effort. 
 
Then we will have all of the data we need, besides the “collective smarts” that we and 
the Design Team members will bring into the Design Team meeting and the design 
processes. But first... 
 
Next month: Existing T&D Assessments for Re-Use 

 
Guy W. Wallace, CPT, has been an external ISD and HPT consultant since1982,                           
is the president of EPPIC Inc., has been a member of ISPI since 1979,                                        
is a past president of ISPI, is the author of lean-ISD, and is a recipient of                                      
an ISPI 2002 Award of Excellence. He may be reached via guy.wallace@eppic.biz                      
and related resources may be obtained at his website: www.eppic.biz. 
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Now it’s your turn…to participate passively or actively... 

 
Read what others are contributing!!! 

Share your relevant methods & tools!!! 
Share your questions, comments or concerns!!! 

 
Log onto the ISPI web site: www.ispi.org     

 

To Fully Participate - ISPI encourages anyone who would like to participate in the IS Professional Community  
to go to Discussion Groups, log in, click on My Subscriptions and add the Instructional Systems ProComm    
to your list of groups.  

Consider getting involved the 6 other ProComms as well, or any of the other Discussion Groups! 

For Discussion Group Help (a "primer"): See Help on the Discussion Group Home Page: 

http://performance.ispi.org/scriptcontent/Custom/indexPage.cfm?page=DiscussionHelp&section=communities 
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12-Part Series:  
Project Proven ISD  
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Guy W. Wallace 
Certified Performance Technologist 
President, EPPIC Inc. 
ISPI Past President 
 

guy.wallace@eppic.biz  

Project Proven Tools and Techniques for ISD: 
 

Existing T&D Assessments 
 

Expanded Article 4 Opening 
The fourth topic that we’re covering in this expanded article in my 12-part PX series is:  
 

Existing T&D Assessments  
 
After analyzing and having data on the target audiences, their performance              
requirements and the knowledge/skill enablers of that performance, existing T&D can 
be appropriately assessed for its Re-Use potential.  
 
I call it ETA—Existing T&D Assessment. 
 
The goals of the Existing T&D Assessment efforts are to  
 

► Reuse everything in the T&D inventory that fits the needs identified in your     
ISD project. 

 
► Identify what to fix/modify if the T&D doesn’t quite fit; if the T&D will need to be      

modified/updated for reuse in any “potential” instructional products. 
 
► Eliminate any existing T&D that doesn’t fit the need (at least for the target       

audiences in the scope of the project); the existing T&D will not be reused at     
all in this project. 

 
 
The Performance Model and Knowledge/Skill Matrix provide a “bill of requirements” 
for the content of the ideal, instructional product or curriculum. They also provide a set 
of shopping criteria to be used to assess existing T&D.  
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The documented Performance Model and Knowledge/Skill Matrix data are used to   
investigate and assess instructional products currently within the organization’s T&D 
inventory, or beyond, as planned. You could scour the earth to find all of the  “Active         
Listening” content available, or limit your assessment efforts to that content that your 
enterprise already “owns.” One client had 27 modules internally on that topic alone! 
 

That Performance Model and Knowledge/Skill Matrix data can also be used to 
acquire (buy) existing T&D available in the marketplace. But extending your 
search out there to “everything/everywhere” at this point is most likely be     
“overkill.” 

 
Using the Performance Model and the Knowledge/Skill Matrix data as your “primary 
criteria” means that the assessment is grounded in the Master Performers’ “consensus 
data” - not simply opinions. 

Inputs and Likely Sources for the Existing T&D Assessment 
Key inputs may come from existing course catalogs or from ISD personnel           
knowledgeable about the company’s T&D. The latter approach should be quicker.  
 
However, it is sometimes a difficult task to gather all of the T&D and find the right   

Figure 1 – Existing T&D Assessment
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Tasks

Include as Is Use as Source:   

Materials Attached (e.g., course description)

Do not use

Continued on Side Two

Notes:

Enabling Knowledge/Skill Items:

Class Size:

> 20
10 – 20
< 10
Other

Depth/Level:

Awareness
Knowledge
Skill (EDP No.______) Current Target Audience:

All engineers

Other
Other

Course Owner/Contact:

Copyright Owner:

Licensing Agreement:

Phone:

Length:

Hrs. Pgs

Schedule/Frequency:

Existing T&D
Assessment

REPRODUCTION WITHOUT WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION IS STRICTLY PROHIBITE D v.1   4/99 Page 1

Interviewing Skills10342 Interviewing Skills10342
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people to speak for the specific T&D that may be applicable to the project’s needs. If 
this cannot be done then a page-by-page or screen-by-screen assessment, of every 
likely T&D offering, may need to be the approach used. Or something in-between. 
 

One the prior page I’ve placed an older version of the format that I use to cap-
ture these assessments. Today’s version has different deployment platforms 
listed than  this example. And other “things captured” as well.  
 
Your format would need to vary,   appropriate to your situation, just as I adapt 
this to each of my client projects.        
 
Otherwise, the extra words for things non-relevant (In their environment) in your 
documents/tools, just create “noise.” And given the bulk of data that will be pro-
duced (more for CA than ADDIE efforts) using these methods - it is best to mini-
mize that potential noise. 

 
The analyst can sometimes speed the entire ETA effort by contacting likely sources 
prior to conducting the Existing T&D Assessment and forewarning them by describing 
the analysis process, the data generated, the information from them that is needed, 
and when the information will be needed, and the options for getting it.  
 
Plan how exactly you are going to do this UPFRONT, in your Phase 1 project        
planning efforts, prior to any analysis efforts, if you really need this to go off on time, on 
schedule, within the forecasted budget, with quality results. Otherwise this step might 
throw off your schedule. 

Existing T&D Assessment Tasks 
First, the analyst contacts the likely sources of T&D prior to the assessment. The 
sources may include outside vendors of T&D, but most often this effort is limited to  
internal sources. In a large company, this can be quite an effort; the team should not 
underestimate the task’s cycle time or the number of hours the task may take. 
 
Once the analyst has documented the Performance Model and Knowledge/Skill Matrix 
data, advance copies can be sent to the T&D suppliers.  
 
The analyst needs to be sure the suppliers understand the format of these analysis 
outputs and how to interpret the data on them.  
 
When meeting with the T&D suppliers, the analyst reviews the T&D that the “suppliers” 
believe meet the needs as documented.  
 
Then the analyst fills out the Existing T&D  Assessment form (see Figure 1) for each 
instructional product that was assessed for its re-use potential. The assessment con-
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cludes for each T&D product (or component): 
 

► AI- Use “As Is” 
 
► AM- Use “After Modification” 
 
► NA- “Not Appropriate” — Do Not Use in this project 

 
 
Finally, the analyst includes the Existing T&D Assessment data in any Analysis Report 
and in any presentations for their client or Project Steering Team.  
 
This data will also be taken, as appropriate, into any follow-on instructional design   
efforts as part of the incoming analysis data. 
 
If Your Assessment Were Of Modular Content 
The Existing T&D Assessment would be more granular, and your estimation of reuse 
appropriateness could be finer.  
 
In my ISD world, T&D Events are composed of one or more T&D Lessons that are 
made up of one or more  T&D Instructional Activities that are either Awareness-
Knowledge-or Skill levels; and also are either Information-Demonstration– or             
Application in nature. 
 

Assessing for reuse is much easier when topic ABC and QRS and TRE and 
XYZ are all configured in a similar fashion and organized in an appropriate    
Enterprise Content Architecture of Events (final products) and Modules (of   
Lessons and their component Instructional Activities) as “shareable” or   
“unique” content components.  
 
The cherry-picking and then plug and play - or the cherry-picking and then 
modifying before plugging and playing - can save tons of time and many dollars.  
 
The alternative is to let your content be as it will be. Un-engineered.  

 
 
Summary & Close 
The Existing T&D Assessment saves organizational resources by identifying T&D that 
may be reused as part of a newly designed curriculum or instructional product.  
 
This approach can save the ISD function time and money if reuse is at all viable. It   
ensures a “performance-basis” for all decision-making regarding content reuse. 
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That concludes the portion of this 12-part series that covers the 4-types of analysis 
data that I use in my performance-based, data-based design, 3-levels of ISD method-
ologies. Those 4 again are: 
 

► Target Audience data 
 To target and focus the remaining analysis/design/development efforts, 
 appropriately  
 
► Performance Model data 
 To define ideal performance, current gaps/probable causes and help with 
 the next analyses 
 
► Enabling K/S data 
 To define the enabling K/S for assessing existing content, prioritizing 
 gaps, and guiding design/development for priority gaps 
 
► Existing T&D Assessments data 

  To determine the potential reuse of existing content 
 
What follows in this series is a few articles on “then what to do with these sets of data” 
from an ISD perspective, at my 3-levels of ISD; which will be followed by a few articles 
on the “people side” of these ISD methods. 
 
More information on this aspect of these performance-based ISD methods is covered 
in my book: lean-ISD. Which is available as a free, 404-page PDF at www.eppic.biz  
 
Next month: Curriculum Architecture Modules, Events and Paths 

 
 
 

Guy W. Wallace, CPT, has been an external ISD and HPT consultant since1982,                           
is the president of EPPIC Inc., has been a member of ISPI since 1979,                                        
is a past president of ISPI, is the author of lean-ISD, and is a recipient of                                      
an ISPI 2002 Award of Excellence.  

He may be reached via guy.wallace@eppic.biz and related resources may be obtained at his 
website: www.eppic.biz as well as at: pursuingperformanceblog.blogspot.com and at:    
http://ppitisds.ning.com/  
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Now it’s your turn…to participate passively or actively... 

 
Read what others are contributing!!! 

Share your relevant methods & tools!!! 
Share your questions, comments or concerns!!! 

 
Log onto the ISPI web site: www.ispi.org     

 

To Fully Participate - ISPI encourages anyone who would like to participate in the IS Professional Community  
to go to Discussion Groups, log in, click on My Subscriptions and add the Instructional Systems ProComm    
to your list of groups.  

Consider getting involved the 6 other ProComms as well, or any of the other Discussion Groups! 

For Discussion Group Help (a "primer"): See Help on the Discussion Group Home Page: 

http://performance.ispi.org/scriptcontent/Custom/indexPage.cfm?page=DiscussionHelp&section=communities 
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An ISPI IS ProComm Publication  -  May 2007 

12-Part Series:  
Project Proven ISD  
Tools & Techniques 
Guy W. Wallace 
Certified Performance Technologist 
President, EPPIC Inc. 
ISPI Past President 
 

guy.wallace@eppic.biz  

Project Proven Tools and Techniques for ISD: 
 

Curriculum Architecture Modules, Events and Paths 
 
Expanded Article 5 Opening 
The fifth topic that we’re covering in this expanded12-part PX series is:  
 

Curriculum Architecture Modules, Events and Paths  
 
These are instructional design “outputs” at the 
top, or at the 1st level of ISD in my 3-level ISD 
model, from my PACT Processes for T&D/
Learning/ Knowledge Management. See the   
figure on the right.  
 
The outputs of that top level of ISD, CAD, don’t 
produce  training, although they may determine 
the reuse potential of existing training.  
 
A CAD effort produces design 
“Specs”  (specifications) at two levels, Events 
and Modules, so that the gaps of the 
“Curriculum” can be prioritized and resourced.  
 
And then they further specify, via a visual Path, 
a suggested/recommended sequence of all 
Events, including the existing T&D that has been 
assessed previously as OK for “Use As Is” - and 
is documented as a T&D “Def” - Definition. 
 
 
 

erformance-based
ccelerated
ustomer-/Stakeholder-driven
raining & DevelopmentSM

P
A
C
T

©2006 EPPIC, Inc. and Guy W. Wallace

erformance-based
ccelerated
ustomer-/Stakeholder-driven
raining & DevelopmentSM

P
A
C
T

©2006 EPPIC, Inc. and Guy W. Wallace
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Note: 
 

The prioritization and resourcing for instructional content development/
acquisition is a “BUSINESS DECISION” imbedded in all ISD efforts. They 
are the kind of issue we ISDers  should not decide.  
 
They should be decided by your customer, perhaps in COLLABORATION 
with the ISDers - IF those ISDers have earned the respect of their          
customer/stakeholders as a business champion and not just a training 
champion.  

 
The point is that it is primarily a business, and not an ISD, decision as to “what content 
to develop or acquire” first, next, after that, and never. That’s why I use  Project     
Steering Team of the customer AND stakeholders. As I’ve written before:  
 

Just because one can identify a “training need”  
does not in and of itself warrant meeting that need.  

 
Only the ROI (or other similar business measures) and its comparison against “other 
investment for return opportunities” can guide that investment decision. Or compared 
against the costs of “doing nothing at all” and leaving it to Informal Learning...as 
in...they’ll figure it out…. 
 
At this top level of ISD, the T&D Module Specs and T&D Events Specs and the T&D    
Path(s) are literally “constructed” by a facilitated Design Team - a sub-set of the    
Analysis Team - using the 4 types of analysis data that they themselves                     
produced...which were covered in the first four articles in this series: 
 

► Target Audience data 
► Performance Model data 
► Enabling K/S data 
► Existing T&D Assessments data 

 
Using these 4 data-sets will ensure that the instructional products of this design effort, 
including the 
 

T&D Modules Specs (similar to the design of  chapters in books)  
 

and T&D Events Specs (similar to books)  
 

and T&D Paths (similar to Reading Lists that are sequenced  
or flexible or both)  

 
will be “performance-based.”  
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The T&D Path is a performance-based learning continuum of T&D Events.  
 
It should always be: 
 

 “as rigid as required and as flexible as feasible”  
 
in terms of how it “positions” the suggested or required sequencing of the T&D Events 
of the Path.  
 
I’ve been doing these since 1982, and have completed 74 separate projects since that 
time. I have always thought of and used the “T&D Path” as a marketing poster, a visual 
tool for communicating to my clients and their learners, the recommended path of per-
formance-based training & development content, as decided by Master Performers 
from that Target Audience population.  
 
Those Master Performers were on both the Analysis Team and Design Team to ensure 
that my ISD process got it right the first time...not after multiple revisions! Not iteratively 
- but in a linear, lean process. 
 
The T&D Event is an administrate-able collection of content. It’s the course, workshop 

Figure 1 – Example 
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or e-learning that you might plan for, 
sign up for, track start-stop-completion 
for, and evaluate as a “product.” We 
track various data, completions,     
mastery assessment and evaluation 
feedback, routinely at this level. 
 
The T&D Module is a temporary 
“place holder” for content at the  
Curriculum Architecture level of 
my approach to performance-
based ISD. Later, after this level 
of ISD has been completed, and  
IF prioritized and resourced, this 
level of the content   “gap” will 
become a T&D Lesson inside a 
T&D Event. But that’s at the New 
Product Development level of 
ISD, not at the Architectural level.  
 
We’d typically ONLY track      
anything at this “Module/Lesson” 
level IF evaluation data/customer 
feedback suggested there was 
something not right about the 
Event. To narrow in on the     
problem(s) within that Event. 
 
 
My 3-Levels ISD Model 
See the right-side of the first 
graphic on page 1. 
 
Curriculum Architecture Modules, 
Events and Paths are products of a                                                                                                
higher-level of ISD than that which the                                                                                 
ADDIE-model of ISD “typically” represents.  
 
To me, the ADDIE-level of ISD is simply our version of  
 

“New Product Development.”  
 
 
 

Modules are composed, at 
this level of ISD, of mostly 
the analysis data from the             
Performance Model, the    

K/S Matrices, and the     
Existing T&D                    
Assessments. 

Modules are composed, at 
this level of ISD, of mostly 
the analysis data from the             
Performance Model, the    

K/S Matrices, and the     
Existing T&D                    
Assessments. 

One T&D Event with two Modules 
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ADDIE is for building or buying T&D/Learning or Knowledge Management   
products (best practices, lessons learned, performance/job aids, examples of 
and templates for reports and presentations, etc.) which I view as “instructional” 
in nature. Aren’t they?  
 
We’ll cover those two levels of ISD in our next two articles. 

 
This Curriculum Architecture level of ISD is the “systems engineering” or “architectural” 
level - and is closer to what we typically mean by a “Training Needs Analysis” than by 
an ADDIE-type project.  
 
I don’t subscribe (at all) to the use of “user and/or management” surveys to             
conduct a TNA. Not when it leads to such high COSTS as the developing/acquiring of 
content and then the deploying of that content to many employees, and taking them off 
their job tasks to participate. And the COSTS for not really improving or sustaining 
peak performance.  
 
If your are not careful you could easily end up with a negative ROI.  
 
A survey approach at best will produce a TWA...a Training Wants Analysis.  
 
And yes the approach I subscribe to would cost a whole lot more than the survey     
approach.  But it would be anchored in a “performance analysis” and a systematic 
analysis of the enabling K/Ss AND might salvage some or a lot of the existing T&D. 
And specify the gaps for management consideration. 
 
Otherwise the TNA leads the T&D/Learning/Knowledge Management function into 
playing “word matching games with the results of the surveys - survey requests 
matched to  a list of typical, and/or existing T&D titles. 
 
If you were the single shareholder of an Enterprise, would you invest any money 
in that type of front-end, TNA effort? And then invest more in what it suggests 
that you should build/buy and deploy? 
 
Better to cherry pick your critical target populations first, determine and serve their 
needs first, and PUSH content to them. And track their completions AND Performance 
Competence!  
 
And build that PUSH content as unique or shareable content objects that can be stored 
for access by PUSH as directed and by PULL audiences as they see the need and fit. 
 
Oh - and after building the first two or three T&D Paths in a Curriculum Architecture  
approach you should see a pattern of content on the front ends of the Paths that could 
be used for the other PULL audiences so that everyone has at least a  “beginning/
initial front-end of a T&D path...if not a completed” T&D Path...that “borrows” the up-
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front-orientation content for your PUSH audiences and reuses it for some or all of the 
“non or less-than-critical” target audience populations of your enterprise.  
 
And then let them flex the rest of their path, using the generic and specific enabling    
K/S content as they see fit, as available. If nothing is available it is “probably” because 
management, with a fiduciary responsibility to the owners/shareholders, didn’t fund 
it...because the Costs of “doing so” might significantly outweigh the costs for “doing 
nothing at all.” 
 
It’s been my perception since the early 1980s that those PULL target audiences are 
much larger in number than those PUSH audiences that would be deemed “critical” by 
your customers and stakeholders. 
 
It’s the 20/80 rule. 
 
And that’s perhaps the real reason that studies have “shown” that over 80% of what 
employees learned to do there jobs didn’t come from Formal Learning. I would have 
guessed higher myself...after 74 CAD efforts. 
 
So don’t treat every job/job family/process team as equal. They are not. Don’t give 
them equal treatment in terms of time, effort and dollars spent to ensure their process 
performance competence. Your Enterprise probably can’t afford it. 
 
Curriculum Architecture T&D Paths 
A Curriculum Architecture Path is a learning continuum for a job or a job family. The 
path guides the learner in a lockstep fashion when and where necessary, and/or in a 
flexible manner when and where ever possible. Such as in this “lock-step” example... 
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The T&D Path lays out the modular T&D Events, deployed in blended and unblended 
ways.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Again– each T&D Event on the T&D Path is composed of T&D Modules, which 
are a temporary-design-device that I use at this level of ISD. Later in my ADDIE-
level of ISD, it is replaced by detailed designs for Lessons and their Instructional 
Activities (covered next month). 

 
So, Modules add up to Events which are presented on a flexible or rigid (or mixed)   
sequence on a Path. Just as Chapters add up to Books which are presented on a  
flexible or rigid (or mixed) sequence on a Reading List. 
 
The first T&D Path example shown on page 6 is from my 73rd Curriculum Architecture 
Design project (of 74 conducted since 1982). It is pretty representative of those that 
are “job-oriented” and where not everything must be mastered before going to work.  
 
It lays out the suggested sequence by learning phases, with Phase 1 being the         
Immediate Survival skills.  
 
For a job that needed to master it all up front, there would be no-such named learning 
phase. I guide the Master Performers on the Design Team on how they might wish to 
think about phases, etc. but leave it to them to determine “how” to segment the Path, 
and “what” to label the segments/phases. 
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The prior T&D Path, done in 2001,  is one where  almost  everything  had to be learned 
before being put out on the floor. But there were places in the Path where the learners 
could break-away from training temporarily (see the red Ws) to help out with any work 
overload needs/ issues that local management might experience. But what they were 
prepared to do competently was limited...and visible and understandable to manage-
ment due to the use of “descriptive”, not “cute” titles for the Events on that Path. More 
on that later. 
 
The Path on page 7, completed in 2004 is again in phases that reflect the cross-
function/global process that the varied Target Audiences performed in. This project 
was driven by a Six Sigma effort to  common-ize this process. The training organiza-
tion had to pick up from the Process Maps that were produced, and conduct their TNA 
(and design/development) efforts so that they could rationalize the reuse of any exist-
ing T&D from their vast inventory, at the equivalent Event or Module or Lesson levels, 
and quickly build out the gap content as the business situation dictated and enabled. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The T&D Path above is from a Curriculum  Architecture Design effort from 1986,      
updated in 1989 and again in 1991. It was a time of great change for the large, critical 
Target Audience. It was one of those projects where there was one “job title” with 
about 77 variations of Output-Task responsibilities across the 1100+ sized population. 
 
The final Event of the 1000  Series was a “gap” that represented an 8-day “capstone” 
or “keystone” T&D session, which “brought together” all of those enabling K/Ss that 
were covered by every T&D Event preceding it... lots of     flexible pre-requisites...to 
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accommodate the varied  primary and  secondary Target  Audiences “incoming” K/S 
and experiences.  
 
The 1100+ person target audience was responsible for hundreds of millions of dollar 
“investments” in new product development efforts AND Product Life Cycle revenues 
and costs management after ramp up.  
 
Curriculum Architecture efforts are most appropriate for these kinds of critical target 
audiences; AND NOT FOR EVERYONE/ANYONE ELSE. 
 
IF you’ve got an eye on ROI that is. 
 

After the first Curriculum Architecture effort for that Path above, I was hired to 
build out many of the gap Events...including that last Event of the 1000 Series, 
the keystone Event, in 1987...and I and my client later       received an NSPI 
Award of Excellence for it, in 1989/90. 

 
In summary regarding the T&D Path...a Path might be done for each of the Primary 
Target Audiences, or they might be served by one Path.  
 
The Path identifies each T&D Events by title and provides high-level info, such as 
whether the Events are deemed as: mandatory, recommended, or elective.  
 
The Path itself is often configured into learning phases to facilitate planning focus. 
Other Paths are organized by stages or phases from the major performance cycle for 
that job, such as the phases of New Product Development providing the main structure 
of the Path for Brand Managers.  
 
The main thing is that it guides the learners (the performers) and their management in 
developing an Individual T&D Plan (often referred to elsewhere as an IDP) to support 
the performance requirements of that individual, accounting for both their incoming    
K/Ss and their specific assignments for the planning period. 
 
 
The T&D Paths’ T&D Events 
Each T&D Event on the T&D Path either exists currently, or does not.  
 
A “Curriculum Architecture” Design Document presents the T&D Event Definitions 
(Defs) for all of the T&D on that Path that exists, and can/should/could be used “as is.”  
For those T&D Events on the path that don’t exist, the gaps, we put “place-markers” – 
T&D Event Specs (Specifications) on the Path. 
 
T&D Event Specs represent gaps in the ideal T&D mini/focused-curriculum, that the 
T&D Path represents. Those T&D Event Specs represent training where it is currently  
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being accomplished via un-Structured OJT…on-the-job-training with no structure, no 
materials, etc. Nothing. 
 
But it still should be considered in T&D Planning,  and then accomplished somehow/
someway. And as priorities and resources allow, the Path will be updated as T&D is 
built or bought to fill the gaps.  
 
At least the T&D Path puts a “name/label” to the training/instructional content that 
“could be” but “isn’t yet.” Again, it is a “business prioritization decision” as to what 
“should be” - and a “business resourcing decision” as to what “will be.” 
 

And speaking of naming...I like naming conventions that do not allow “cute” 
names that are not descriptive enough to clue the reviewer in to “what does it 
cover and to what depth?” This is true at both Event and Module levels. 
 
► If the Event is “mostly” awareness level content I preface the title with “OV” 

for “overview.”  
► If the Event is “mostly” knowledge level content I do not preface the title. 
► If the Event is “mostly” skill level content I preface the title with “HT” for 

“How To” which we typically phrase, for emphasis, as” “How to—No kidding!” 
 
The T&D Modules 
That Design Document also will include, for the gaps at that level,  T&D  Modules at 
the next level of “object-design.”  
 

This is where most of the analysis data ended up… 
...all of the Performance Model data, the  K/S data,  
and some of the Existing T&D Assessment data.  

 
Plus...additional data is sometimes added in to the T&D Module Specs after the design 
process conducted with the Design Team.  
 
Some content is added by the ISDers after that initial effort, AFTER first informing the 
Design Team about what you’re going to do and getting their permission to proceed 
that way.  
 
Perhaps they’d like to first look at what we call the results of our efforts to “embellish 
the Spec.” We do this “adding in” of typical content for these types of Modules...content 
items mentioned but not caught on the flip chart pages, opens, closes, exercise        
descriptions...our initial embellishment ideas based on the kinds of discussions we 
heard during all of the conversations we facilitated in both the Analysis and Design ef-
forts, with those Master Performers. 
 

We often hold off on some of this  
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embellishment effort until AFTER the Design Team Meeting because we are try-
ing to best leverage the Design Team’s expertise and time while we’ve got 
them. And to avoid asking for more time later (than necessary) of these valuable 
Enterprise assets.  
But if they want to join in on that too, we welcome their involvement! 

 
Two Additional Outputs 
Two additional Outputs are produced after the Design Team meeting: 
 

► Individual T&D Planning Guide 
► T&D Module Inventory 
 

The “Individual T&D Planning Guide” follows 
the T&D Path and provides a planning tool for 
use in working with my  Project Steering Team, 
to have them  quickly test the design by using it 
to plan training for someone they know.  
 
Either someone currently in the target audience 
now or someone who once was.    
 
As most (but not all) of the PST members were 
at one time from the Target Audience,  I’ve had 
some of them plan the T&D for themselves - as 
if they were back 15 years  in time when they 
held that job. They find this effort most enlight-
ening. 
 
That, and other planning exercises with the   
Design Team, and with the current Target      
Audience management for their current          
employees,  provides the “acid tests” at this 
level, of the design’s integrity in terms of the 
“perceptions” of the clients and other                   
stakeholders, regarding the content completeness, accuracy and appropriateness -  
using the “initial descriptive names” of the Events and Modules on the Paths and in the 
Individual T&D Planning Guides. 
 
The “T&D Module Inventory” provides  another visual...this time it’s the inventory  (for 
the one project) of all of the gap Modules. 
 
The T&D Path’s Events provide a visual inventory of both the Existing T&D and the 
Gap T&D. 
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Here our object oriented approach to design identifies the current titles and estimates 
of length, content, etc. for plan-
ning...including the prioritization and re-
sourcing decision-making process that ide-
ally leads that effort.  
 
It also helps to make simpler the inherent 
complexity of a typical Curriculum               
Architecture effort to help ease the transi-
tion to development, pilot-testing, and revi-
sion & release (to the ongoing deployment 
systems). 
 
Or to whatever comes next in your ISD  
methods.  
 
Summary & Close 
T&D Paths help provide a “visual” of the   
performance-based learning continuum.  
 
The Path identifies the T&D Events in a 
flexible, rigid, or mixed sequence, to pro-
vide planning guidance, as appropriate, for 
the Target Audience(s) for that Path.  
If the T&D Path is “like” a reading list, then 
the Events are “like” books, and T&D                                                                                              
Modules are “like” chapters. All perform-
ance-based! 
 
More resources exist on my web site re-
lated to this, labeled typically as “Curriculum Architecture Design” (of the PACT Proc-
esses for T&D). And it’s covered in my book: lean-ISD. Which is available as a free 
404-page PDF at www.eppic.biz  
 
Curriculum Architecture Design is the 1st or top level of ISD in my approach to        
performance-based ISD. Modular Curriculum Development is my ADDIE-like level, 
which  either follows a CAD effort or stands along without a prior CAD. And               
Instructional Activity Development, for building components is at the 3rd level of ISD. 
 
My goal has always been to have a flexible ISD process where I could start at any 
level, appropriate to my client’s needs. Even though it is ideal to start with a CAD effort 
and then build out the gaps, I should be able to start at the other two levels and     
eventually be able to “back in” to a CAD effort, and know that the modular design  
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training built/bought in any early efforts can be used with almost NO REWORK - if a 
CAD effort was later deemed appropriate. 
 
Next month, the mid, or second level of my 3-level approach to ISD: 
 

 ADDIE-level Events, Lessons and Instructional Activities  
 

Guy W. Wallace, CPT, has been an external ISD and HPT consultant since1982,                           
is the president of EPPIC Inc., has been a member of ISPI since 1979,                                        
is a past president of ISPI, is the author of lean-ISD, and is a recipient of                                      
an ISPI 2002 Award of Excellence, which is available as a free 404-page PDF at his web site. 

He may be reached via guy.wallace@eppic.biz and related resources may be obtained  at: 
www.eppic.biz. 

Now it’s your turn…to participate passively or actively... 
 

Read what others are contributing!!! 
Share your relevant methods & tools!!! 

Share your questions, comments or concerns!!! 
 

Log onto the ISPI web site: www.ispi.org     
To Fully Participate - ISPI encourages anyone who would like to participate in the IS Professional Community  
to go to Discussion Groups, log in, click on My Subscriptions and add the Instructional Systems ProComm    
to your list of groups.  

Consider getting involved the 6 other ProComms as well, or any of the other Discussion Groups! 

For Discussion Group Help (a "primer"): See Help on the Discussion Group Home Page: 

http://performance.ispi.org/scriptcontent/Custom/indexPage.cfm?page=DiscussionHelp&section=communities 
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An ISPI IS ProComm Publication  -  June 2007 

12-Part Series:  
Project Proven ISD  
Tools & Techniques 
Guy W. Wallace 
Certified Performance Technologist 
President, EPPIC Inc. 
ISPI Past President 
 

guy.wallace@eppic.biz  

Project Proven Tools and Techniques for ISD: 
 

ADDIE-level Events, Lessons                             
and Instructional Activities 

 

Expanded Article 6 Opening 
The sixth topic that we’re covering in this expanded 12-part PX series is:  
 

ADDIE-level Events, Lessons and Instructional Activities 
 
After a Curriculum Architecture design effort, or without one prior, the 
ADDIE-level of ISD is used to develop/acquire instructional products.  
 
In the design phase we use the same 4 types of analysis data           
described in earlier articles in this series, plus any additional content/
data brought into the design process from a facilitated Design Team   
of Master Performers in producing: 
 

► Event Maps of Lessons 
► Lesson Maps of Instructional Activities       and       
► Instructional Activity Specs.   

 
I think of ADDIE as the “New Product Development” (NPD)             
process for ISD. If you looked closely at any industry’s typical NPD process, you’d find 
it highly adaptable to your ADDIE-type process. Or, more importantly, vice-versa. 
 
Here is my ADDIE-like 6-phase ISD approach: 
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MCD Phase 6

Development/
AcquisitionAnalysis Design Pilot Test

Project 
Planning 
& Kick-off

MCD Phase 1 MCD Phase 2 MCD Phase 3 MCD Phase 4 MCD Phase 5
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By now, perhaps you’ve figured out that I favor the use of Maps and Specs as two    
design template-types, with the Map being visually-oriented, and the Spec being    
word-oriented. You could always do both, a Map and a Spec. I sometimes do. But I 
don’t always do each - as “it always depends!” It depends on what it’s going to take    
to really communicate with your customers, management and other stakeholders. 
 
In the top-level of my 3-level approach to ISD, in efforts for Curriculum Architecture I 
often do more Specs than Maps - in this middle level of ISD I would do more Maps 
than Specs. Minimally in an ADDIE-level ISD effort I would produce the three listed    
on the first page. Two Maps and one Spec. Which we’ll now cover. 
 
T&D Event Maps 
The Event Map...of Lessons - see the example - lays out the titles of the Lessons that 
are created (named) after sorting through the incoming analysis data (from the prior 
analysis effort). The structured design process takes the analysis data piece by piece 
and uses it to lay out a Map of Lessons for an Event, or multiple Events, as appropri-
ate. 
 
The Event Map of Lessons is sort of like a USA map of States.  
 
Or a Canadian map of 
Provinces.  
 
The Map shows the 
“topic flow,” the            
sequence at a high 
level. Estimated length 
numbers could also be 
added to each Lesson 
box. 
 
The purpose in          
design...is to frame all 
of the analysis data into 
a reasonable flow.  
 
The purpose post-design...is to quickly review at an overview level, prior to any real 
scrutiny of the details at lower levels. 
 
Either a quick, high level of this content flow in a review gets the Master Performers 
and the client/stakeholders  comfortable, and it passes their personal “sniff tests.” Or it 
does not make them comfortable and we find out ASAP. And can do something about 
it sooner rather than later. 
 
Of course, getting their approval here doesn’t make them absolutely right; but it’s a 

TMC Executive Orientation - Event Map
of Lessons

1- Conference Call 
Orientation with the Lead-
Instructor

1- Conference Call 
Orientation with the Lead-
Instructor

36- Role of an TMC
Executive – Key Takeaway 
Messages

36- Role of an TMC
Executive – Key Takeaway 
Messages

8- The TMC Business Model8- The TMC Business Model 15- Discussion: Stakeholder 
Requirements Re: Growth

15- Discussion: Stakeholder 
Requirements Re: Growth

22- Leadership Competency 
– Making Difficult Decisions

22- Leadership Competency 
– Making Difficult Decisions

29- Views from a Market 
Analyst

29- Views from a Market 
Analyst

2- PreReading & Data 
Gathering Assignment

2- PreReading & Data 
Gathering Assignment

9- Review: Leadership 
Competency  - “Know the 
Business”

9- Review: Leadership 
Competency  - “Know the 
Business”

16- Simulation Exercise: 
Business Scenario – Growth

16- Simulation Exercise: 
Business Scenario – Growth

23- Strategic Portfolio 
Management

23- Strategic Portfolio 
Management

30- Debriefing the Market 
Analyst’s Presentation

30- Debriefing the Market 
Analyst’s Presentation

4- Monday Morning 
Interactive Networking

4- Monday Morning 
Interactive Networking

11- Evening Speaker11- Evening Speaker 18- Review: Leadership 
Competency  – Build the 
Organization & Inspire 
People

18- Review: Leadership 
Competency  – Build the 
Organization & Inspire 
People

25- Simulation Exercise: 
Business Scenario-
Strategic Portfolio 
Management

25- Simulation Exercise: 
Business Scenario-
Strategic Portfolio 
Management

32- Debrief of the Thursday 
Evening Dinner 
Conversations

32- Debrief of the Thursday 
Evening Dinner 
Conversations

5- Orientation Event Open 
CEO

5- Orientation Event Open 
CEO

12- TMC’s Markets and 
Customers

12- TMC’s Markets and 
Customers

19- Sustaining the 
Leadership Pipeline

19- Sustaining the 
Leadership Pipeline

26- Compliance26- Compliance 33- Role Summary of an 
TMC Leader

33- Role Summary of an 
TMC Leader

6- Orientation 
Administrative Open

6- Orientation 
Administrative Open

13- TMC’s External 
Environment

13- TMC’s External 
Environment

20- Review: Leadership 
Competency  – Encourage 
Open Communications

20- Review: Leadership 
Competency  – Encourage 
Open Communications

27- Simulation Exercise: 
Business Scenario –
Compliance

27- Simulation Exercise: 
Business Scenario –
Compliance

34- Assignment Review: 
Assessing Your 
Organizational Alignment

34- Assignment Review: 
Assessing Your 
Organizational Alignment

7- Review: Leadership 
Competency  - “Set Vision 
and Strategy”

7- Review: Leadership 
Competency  - “Set Vision 
and Strategy”

14- TMC’s Growth 
Opportunities, Strategies, 
and Tactics

14- TMC’s Growth 
Opportunities, Strategies, 
and Tactics

21- Leadership Competency  
– Drive for Results

21- Leadership Competency  
– Drive for Results

28- Evening Dinner –
Structured Conversations 
with a Senior TMC
Executive

28- Evening Dinner –
Structured Conversations 
with a Senior TMC
Executive

35- Assignment Review: 
Personal Growth Plan

35- Assignment Review: 
Personal Growth Plan

10- TMC’s Science10- TMC’s Science 17- Panel Discussion: 
Customers’ Viewpoints

17- Panel Discussion: 
Customers’ Viewpoints

24- Stakeholder 
Requirements Re: Strategic 
Portfolio Management

24- Stakeholder 
Requirements Re: Strategic 
Portfolio Management

31- Leadership Competency 
continued – With an 
External Focus

31- Leadership Competency 
continued – With an 
External Focus

3- Sunday Evening 
Session Open

3- Sunday Evening 
Session Open

73- Program Close73- Program Close
v. 3/11/06
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starting point.  
 
I always explain to my Design Teams and my Project Steering Teams that until we   
actually start building and testing the content in the Development/Acquisition phase of 
the effort, we really won’t know how the content might best flow. So we’re going with 
this Map’s sequence until proven wrong. It is almost always OK. 
 
It can sometimes seem to be a messy design process initially with the Design Team - 
building the concept and structure/flow of the Event...unless we borrow an appropriate 
template from elsewhere in our design archives and then tweaking it as necessary.  
 
Or we could use an existing template even more “as is,” which we call cloning.  
 
Cloning is where we might  “borrow from ourselves” more than just the design pattern 
of content. Cloning is where we might also borrow the naming conventions/patterns, 
estimated lengths, all the way to stealing a lot of the content. More on that later. 
 

Once you’ve done instructional design this way for a while you’ll find that you 
can clone more and more of your existing content, and/or your prior designs, 
and you’ll speed everything up 
and do it all for less cost.  
 
You can clone/borrow/steal at 
the Path level, Event level, 
Lesson level and the                
Instructional Activity level. 
There are many T&D Events 
that could be “outlined” in the 
same manner…such as      
Engineering 101, Marketing 
101, Human Resources 101, 
all being “orientations to the 
functional entities” within an       
Enterprise. 

 
Again, the T&D Event Map can also 
be supplemented by a T&D Event 
Spec. More word-y than diagram-y. 
 
T&D Lesson Maps 
The Lesson Map on the right lays out 
the flow of Instructional Activities 
(IAs). 
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IAs are tagged as being: at the awareness-level, the knowledge- level or at the skill-
level.  
 
They are also tagged as: Info or Demo or Appo (Information, Demonstration or         
Application) oriented.  
 
The design process starts by...beginning with the end in mind…  and naming the IA 
and developing/articulating the Lesson Objectives...using the analysis data that got 
sorted into this Lesson...versus all of the other lessons.  
 
Next the process takes the Performance Model data and begins framing and naming 
appropriate Appo Instructional Activities within each Lesson that reflects the Objectives 
and the analysis data from the Performance Model.  
 
Note that there might be none, one or more  “Appos” in any one Lesson. Then we    
decide as a Design Team whether “Demos” are warranted and lastly how to configure 
the Info “IAs.” It’s designing backward; beginning with the end-performance in mind.  
The reviewers will later read it from “Info to Demo to Appo” for their sniff test at this 
level, even though we built it backwards! If any of it “stinks” they’ll soon enough        
discover it. Better sooner-than-later. 
 
Remember, in design we are using 4 analysis data sets described in detail in this 12-
part series’ first 4 articles. We are especially 
using the “Output/Task Cluster data” and the 
“K/S data” and the “Existing T&D Assessment 
data” in this ISD design process to  
 

“sort the analysis data into the design     
framework” and see what happens. 

 
The Lesson Map of Instructional Activities is 
finished by estimating the time for each IA, as 
well as tweaking the names/labels using any 
naming conventions currently in use.  
 
The T&D Lesson Maps can also be supple-
mented by T&D Lesson Specs. Words for 
marketing and/or communications needs. 
 
T&D Instructional Activity 
Specs 
The Instructional Activities (IAs) are the lowest 
level of the design in my methods. See the 
Spec to the right. 
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These are used in both the ADDIE-level of ISD where you build/buy instructional    
products, my second level…or in the 3rd level of my model of ISD, where you don’t 
build instructional products in the traditional sense  - including WBT-asynchronous or 
not - which is now somewhat traditional.  
 
That 3rd level of ISD is for outputs more common to Knowledge Management efforts 
that typical ISD efforts. It’s all part of more Blending with a capital B in my ISD     
methods for both Instruction AND Information - it’s more than just the blending of “the 
media” to be used.  
 
So...the T&D Event is composed of one or more Lessons (and not the Modules of the 
Curriculum Architecture ISD approach). And the Lessons are composed of one or 
more Instructional Activities.   
 
The Activity Spec captures the name, number, and estimated length data, plus a topic 
sequence and an estimated length for each topic, and spells out the sources and      
deliverables for the Developers. Who are then empowered to develop, still using the 
data from the Performance Model and K/S Matrices and Existing T&D Assessments 
from the earlier analysis efforts as appropriate to the new design.  
 
And as far as an object-oriented design approach, each IA  
is itself composed of  additional paragraphs/words, images, 
graphical elements, etc., many that can be reused.  
 
An aside... 
 

A long time ago I convinced my 2 consulting firms to 
create a computer folder on our network, well          
organized internal source, that we called “THE 
WELL.” 
 
It is from that WELL that I and the rest of my staff 
should/could/would draw upon, to reuse our prior    
investments rather than create redundancy, in our  
imagery, graphics, pictures, presentation templates, 
plan templates, report templates, document           
templates, etc., etc. 
 
I got the idea for THE WELL from an AT&T project in the mid-1980s where the 
Contracting department had a set of pre-approved versions of contract          
language that the Sales Force could use as in a “plug-and-play” mode. It gave 
them much greater  success in getting the  Legal department’s final approval of 
contract changes if they kept to those exact scripts!  
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And when they couldn’t use those “standard variations” (to misuse a phrase) 
they could still borrow language, tweak it themselves to get it to better meet the 
customer’s requirements, with more hope that their own lawyers would do less 
tweaking thereby helping them to GET THE SALE! 
 

How deep do your ISD object-oriented design methods need to go? 
 
The Instructional Activity Specs capture information to be used by the empowered    
developer or development team - as guidance. They should know the exact type of 
outputs expected from them, and the sources and resources to use (or to start with).  
 
And, as I tell my Project Steering Team in the phase 3-Design “gate review” meeting, 
that if the developer and Master Performers/SMEs assigned to each Lesson, finds that 
the design is “screwy” once they get into it, they simply need to inform the Lead         
Developer ASAP of their intent to vary from the design. And then do it. 
 
The Lead Developer can then escalate the issue to the ISD Project Manager and/or 
the client as pre-determined by their ISD process for those inevitabilities. It’s the real 
world, remember! 
 
The goal is to get to the Pilot-Test phase with great stuff, developmentally tested as 
needed in the prior phase. Not to match the design perfectly. The design is a guide, 
not gospel. The performance competence described in the Performance Model is. 
 
The role of the Lead Developer should not be underestimated. They maintain the in-
tegrity of the design in terms of its modularity and performance orientation and content 
boundaries...to avoid redundant content development...and save time and money. 
They need to understand the curriculum as a whole and how this development effort’s 
content fits into that scheme...that Instructional Systems Design. 
 
ADDIE-level Design—Post-Curriculum Architecture  
If I do this level of design after a CA project I am provided with a lot of data about 
where the enabling K/S are taught/learned, and where the Performance capability is to 
be developed.  I am developing something that is “a part” of “a great whole –which I 
can see much easier with a CA set of outputs.”  
 
And I can see that very clearly on the T&D Path or in the other design details of the 
T&D Event and Module Specs produced in that effort. 
 
Answers to questions about “what would the learner know by this point?” are much 
clearer to the Design Team with a prior CA effort. 
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ADDIE-level Design—With No Prior Curriculum Architecture  
If there was no prior Curriculum Architecture effort, then it takes much more guessing 
as to “what would the learner know prior to this training?”  
 
This is where the inadvertent development of costly redundancy might begin. 
 
IF I don’t know what will be covered in any pre-requisite training, then I’ll have to build 
it into my instructional product “just in case.” 
 
And IF my organization doesn’t have this nifty WELL thing going, I’m more likely to  
redevelop stuff that exists because I can’t find out quickly enough whether we have it 
or not. And if we do, where is it? And if there are multiple versions, which one do I use 
and which ones could/should be changed? 
 

Without a shared drive, “well” organized, at best I and others will “harvest” from 
our own past files. And I develop my favorites and you develop yours. And so 
does everyone else, including our vendor support staff.  
 
Perhaps you’ll avoid the inevitable day when change comes down your road, 
when someone charged to clean up this mess appears; and it will be more      
difficult the longer you wait. Just do it now!  
 
Create your own shared “WELL” of content, and content components, for both 
reusable and unique items! After you see how it fits your ISD process, or      
processes of course. Form should always follow function. 
 

The WELL is for raw goods; the ECA is for finished 
goods... 

 
Enterprise Content Architecture—ECA 
An ECA sorts and stores your legacy content as well as 
your new modular content...not modules. 
 
An ECA is a conceptual framework that has 5 sections 
or tiers for storing ISD designs and actual modular    
content...Instruction AND Information. 
 
Again, in my ISD methods the term "Module" is a     
temporary design device used in CAD - Curriculum     
Architecture Design efforts...usually for "critical job     
performers in critical business processes" with high 
Risk/Reward issues and a desire by the internal         
client...and therefore by my client too...and now me...to 
address the Performance Competence capability of the 
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Target Audiences with Formal Learning/ Training/ Knowledge Management. 
 
ISD products also need to inform/train and direct the learner/Performer to the tools of 
the job...including all of those learning tools that are really performance tools...for their 
directed informal learning needs AND their non-directed informal learning that will   
happen as they perform...hopefully getting better and better each time they do that  
particular performance cycle. 
 
As I have almost always used this 5-Tier inventory framework/structure, going back 
to the mid-1980s, many of my clients almost always easily saw the "reuse potential" of  
each CAD effort they had me or others do. It was right there for them in each design. 
 
Reused legacy training/instructional content is visible on the T&D Path. We could even 
show where we intended to "reuse" the designs for "content-not-yet-built-but-already-
designed-at-either-the-CAD-level-or-at-the-MCD-levels-from-prior-PACT-efforts.  
 
That's when they saw the promise. Right at the front end of the T&D Path... 
 
The T&D Path 
The front end of the T&D path...or the top depending 
on the "path's/menu's" physical orientation...typically 
starts with...self-paced...or Structured 
OJTs...addressing... 
 
Tier 1 Content 
Orientations to the T&D/Learning/Knowledge     
Management systems and approach that the           
learner/Performer will be in....and then right into         
orientations about the new Company, Division/Business Unit, Function, Department, 
then to the new job, and then to the intra and inter departmental Process Performance 
teams that the learner/Performer will be working on and what they are all 
about...performance-wise. 
 
Then back to more about the JOB including all of those Processes that the learner/
Performer will be working in...from the context of the overall Enterprise Process      
Performance Architecture...and all of the Areas of Performance that break out from 
the processes that involve the job title. 
 
And then a quick overview of the Outputs and key stakeholder requirements and 
Tasks for the learner/Performer and the others in any cross-functional/multi-job title 
effort... 
 
Tier 2 Content. 
What's next are typically a bunch of self-paced Tier 2 Content, typically online, that 
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walks the learner/Performer through each Areas of Performance for the Processes 
where they will be contributing. These are more in-depth advanced organizers. 
 
Not only do they lay out the AoPs and their Outputs and key requirements/measures 
by stakeholder...they list all of the Tasks per output with a Role/Responsibility Matrix 
that clarified all of the roles and who was responsible for what.  
 
And then it provides what is called the "typical performance issues" and their likely 
causes and an overview of the tips and tricks of best practice to be learned about in 
later content...in the "how to" content...of Tiers 3-4-5, on how to avoid these type of 
performance issues and/or how to best deal with them if un-avoidable, or simply       
un-avoided. 
 
Wow! That’s a lot of Advanced Organizers and orientations. 
 
But if done right and with not too much overkill in the bulk amount of content...and by 
informing the learner/Performer of how to find more “Instruction AND Information” on 
anything later...you can really put them into their PERFORMANCE context. And do it 
just-in-time, quickly, and online if that makes sense. Now-a-days it usually does. 
 
On the T&D Path next is typically… 
 
Tier 3 Content 
Which are the “enabling K/S” content. In 17 sub-categories in alignment with the  
analysis categories for K/S. Much of the Tier 3 content is deliverable self-paced – 
therefore via online means. Not all. But here is a place for a lot of self-paced, online 
instruction and information, including “how to use” internal data-bases, live external 
sources, and other archived files and resources. Even static PDFs. 
 
Here also will be more static online content providing information for awareness, and 
more highly interactive content for real knowledge-building and some basic skills-
building. 
 
The content that isn't online is usually either a S-OJT or a U-OJT.  
 
Structured On-the-Job Training and unstructured OJT...but at least there's a name/title 
to provide a little guidance. There may be more U-OJT than S-OJT. Some of the OJT 
regardless may require a Designated Coach versus any Coach. 
 
And some of the content in Tier 3 that isn't online or deployed via some sort of OJT is 
in traditional group-paced, facilitator-led. Sometimes the facilitator has to be desig-
nated too. Otherwise local management can assign the delivery to anyone they 
choose...and live with the consequences. 
 
This provides more timing flexibility - except when it might create risks regarding    
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compliance issues.  
 
Most of the content that is deployed via traditional group-paced, facilitator-led methods 
is reserved for the content of Tier 4 and Tier 5...the "how to" content. 
 
Tier 3 content, following the Tier 2 Advanced Organizers of “performance” provide 
common enablers, highly shareable, leading to specific, terminal performance         
competence… 
 
Tier 4 and Tier 5 Content 
Tier 4 and 5 content provide specific “how to” instruction and/or information. Tier 4 con-
tent is anticipated to be shareable with more than one designated Target Audi-
ence...and Tier 5 is intended for one single Target Audience, which is typically easier 
to develop than Tier 4 content for multiple Target Audiences. 
 
Tier 4 and Tier 5 Content are a mix of blends of media deployment types, like the Tier 
3 content. And while online content, both static and interactive, dominates the        
CONTENT warehouse shelves, there are more S-OJTs and Group-Paced offerings 
here than in Tier 3 content. 
 
Note– for every Tier 2 content object - there is either a Tier 4 or 5 piece –at least po-
tentially. 
 
 

For more on these topics see my Spring 2007 newsletter—                             
   Pursuing Performance at:  
 
http://www.eppic.biz/resources/res_newsletters_files/Pursuing%20Performance%20V6%20I2%20Spring%202007.pdf   
 
 Or search my Blog for relevant postings:  
 
  http://pursuingperformanceblog.blogspot.com/  

 
Summary & Close 
The ADDIE-level of ISD uses Maps and Specs to frame and then use the analysis data 
in a design process that begins with the end in mind, by using the Performance Model 
to first  define any “Appo” application exercises, reflecting the performance               
requirements, before mapping and specifying any “Demo” and “Info” Instructional     
Activities.  
 
The Lesson Map of Instructional Activities is the heart of the design effort for me at this 
ADDIE-level of ISD.  
 
All of this design information is intended to feed the downstream phase of                 
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development and/or acquisition - to build or buy or reuse existing content either “as is” 
or “as modified.” To enable us to get ready for Pilot-Testing, as appropriate, before the 
“Revision &    Release” Phase, where we release the T&D “masters” to the ongoing 
deployment   systems in place. 
 
The ADDIE-level of my 3-level ISD approach overlaps with the 3rd, or bottom level.  
 
Where the focus is less on traditional instructional products and is more focused on  
instructional components, that may or may not look/feel like Knowledge Management 
products to you. Outputs such as  
 

► Best Practices 
► Lessons Learned 
► Example plans, presentations, reports, documents and tools 
► Templates for plans, presentations, reports, documents and tools 
► Qualification/Certification Tests 
► Job Aids/Procedural Guides 
► Policies & Procedures 
 

Each of these is, in reality, intended to be “instructional.” Targeted at improving or     
sustaining current levels of performance. No other reason. Unless its for a required 
regulatory audit trail too. 
 
In the future will your enterprise be happy that it got a handle on all components of 
process performance enablers before it generated an overlapped/gapped mess of  
content, with no apparent rhythm or reason to its organization of content, or its          
labeling/naming? Is your customer concerned with: 
 

“What happens when Best Practices no longer are?” 
 
And the quality of your ISD maintenance systems/processes? To keep their content 
evergreen? 
 
Next month we cover two example outputs from the 3rd level of ISD in my approach, 
which often aren’t on the list of typical ISD outputs, but could be… 
 

 ISD Design of On-the-Job-Coaching and Qualification/Certification Events 
 
 

Guy W. Wallace, CPT, has been an external ISD and HPT consultant since1982,                           
is the president of EPPIC Inc., has been a member of ISPI since 1979,                                        
is a past president of ISPI, is the author of lean-ISD, and is a recipient of                                      
an ISPI 2002 Award of Excellence. He may be reached via guy.wallace@eppic.biz                      
and related resources may be obtained at his website: www.eppic.biz and his Blog–         
Pursuing Performance at: http://pursuingperformanceblog.blogspot.com  
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Now it’s your turn…to participate passively or actively... 

 
Read what others are contributing!!! 

Share your relevant methods & tools!!! 
Share your questions, comments or concerns!!! 

 
Log onto the ISPI web site: www.ispi.org     

 

To Fully Participate - ISPI encourages anyone who would like to participate in the IS Professional Community  
to go to Discussion Groups, log in, click on My Subscriptions and add the Instructional Systems ProComm    
to your list of groups.  

Consider getting involved the 6 other ProComms as well, or any of the other Discussion Groups! 

For Discussion Group Help (a "primer"): See Help on the Discussion Group Home Page: 

http://performance.ispi.org/scriptcontent/Custom/indexPage.cfm?page=DiscussionHelp&section=communities 
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Project Proven Tools and Techniques for ISD: 
 

Design of On-the-Job-Coaching                          
and Qualification/Certification Events 

 
Expanded Article 7 Opening 
The 7th topic that we’re covering in this expanded 12-part PX series is:  
 

Design of On-the-Job-Coaching                                                                 
and Qualification/Certification Events  

 
My intent in this article is to describe a couple of “instructional design/development”  
applications that years ago I separated from my 2-levels of ISD methods, Curriculum 
Architecture level (CAD) and my ADDIE-level (MCD). 
 
 That created a third level of ISD:  
 
IAD—Instructional Activity                     
Development/Acquisition… 
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The intent of this separation of ISD into 3 levels is to apply ISD to large-scale, medium 
and smaller-scale needs for the analysis, design and development/acquisition of     
performance-based “Instruction & Information” needed by the performers prior to and/
or during their workflow performances. 
 
3 levels of ISD using a standard “front end” for both project planning and analysis, and 
then changing the focus of “instructional design” from “an architecture”  or an 
“instructional product” - to a focus on “instructional and informational components.”  
 
In the 2nd and 3rd levels of ISD one can respectively address 
 

1. OJT-Coaching—on-the-job-coaching, and  
2. Qualification/Certification Performance Tests  

 
The OJT Coaching type is an example of a cluster of Instructional Activities into one 
or more Lessons for deployment via S-OJT. See the graphic below. 
 
A Performance Test for Qualification and/or 
Certification purposes is an example of one 
type of IA - Instructional Activity...an Appo - 
the application type of IA.  
 
An Appo such as a Performance Test might 
be found in any Lesson’s column of                       
Application Instructional Activities. 
 
Or one Lesson might contain the Intro and 
Close and 1 Performance Test. Or a Lesson 
might contain many Performance Test Appos 
along with the standard Open and Close.  
 

And please note, I am using the terms               
Qualification and Certification                  
interchangeably here. I and my                
partners have found in the past that 
some of our clients preferred one of 
these labels over the other. But - it is 
only a  label. 

 
Again, these two types of ISD outputs are 
sometimes the design outputs of an ADDIE-like –approach to ISD at the “second level” 
and/or a narrower, “third level” of ISD, where the intent is not to develop a traditional 
instructional program, but rather is to develop what could be stand-alone instructional 
“components” ...that can also be used “in the future” as components, or building 
blocks...content objects...for one or many “modular” training programs or sets of        
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curricula.  
 
It’s the difference between building Knowledge Management System “products” that 
“by-design” could both stand-alone, and be used in a “plug-n-play” manner by some-
one building a “training course” - or - having everything unique and not sharable with-
out a lot of rework.  
 
Think of Instructional Activities (IAs) as “Legos”TM where they each contain different 
information, or demonstrations, or applications-type content.  
 
And, just as with the lessons on an Event Map of Lessons, the IAs on a Lesson Map of 
Instructional Activities may all look the same size, but they are not. See the next 
graphic. 
 
In this approach, by design, you can often 
deliberately “clone one” Lesson and use it 
either “as is” - or “clone one” Lesson and 
then “tweak it a bit for reuse” - before reuse 
in any instructional product, or products, as 
appropriate.  
 
And the same is true for any IA within a    
Lesson. Some are used “after modification” 
and some may be used “as is.” 
 
Just as your car manufacturer uses the 
same brake components on many of their 
other models to save them both time and 
money in their versions of design preceding       
development, you can do the same with 
your instructional  content - IF - your                
instructional development systems and 
processes enable that.  
 
The 3rd Level of ISD 
The third level of ISD in my approach to per-
formance-based ISD serves in building 
“instructional components” in an accelerated manner.  
 
Again, IAs—Instructional Activities - are either Info– Demo– or Appo (Application) in 
nature — and are intended and built at either an “Awareness” level, a “Knowledge” 
level, or at a “Skill” level. 
 
The 3rd level of ISD specifies and produced IAs that could stand on their own, and/or 
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be part of multiple instructional products. Often they are designed without using the 
Lesson Map template as part of the design process—where you facilitate the use of 
the incoming analysis data. Often the analysis data is generated at the same time/just 
prior to that IA being specified (designed) and that data is captured on the IA Spec. But 
not always. 
 
When applied to Knowledge Management Systems (KMS) type efforts, these concepts 
and methods help to structure consistent “content flows/sequences/outlines” for each 
specific type of  content, say “Policy” content versus “Product Knowledge” content   
versus “Best Practices” content…versus “Lessons Learned” content...hopefully… 
 

... BEFORE the dozens or hundreds of content objects are developed by SMEs 
and others without any regard to user-friendliness, instructional design, common 
content flows, etc.  Without any concern for overlap/redundancy and the          
additional downstream costs that that approach will later incur. Without deciding 
deliberately where the gaps in content should remain...because not everything 
is worthy of both capturing it - AND maintaining it. 
 
...BEFORE the developers inadvertently create a mish-mash of content that 
could never be used in a “plug-and-play” manner without extensive rework each 
time. 

 
This 3rd level of ISD is an attempt to get ahead of the curve and create IA templates for 
KMS efforts so that the end products produced can stand alone AND be reused “plug-
n-play” style with less ISD rework…saving both money and time!  
 
And, this 3rd level isn’t intended to be limited to KMS typical outputs only. It is for     
anything that could be or is considered non-traditional, plus traditional content,                   
designed for deployment in piece parts for later reference...in the workflow...on                   
demand, or prior to the workflow.  
 
Just as doing PM—Preventative Maintenance on a Fire Extinguisher might be learned/
guided during the workflow - learning to use a Fire Extinguisher during a fire should not 
be the approach taken. 
 
Again, at the third level of ISD...instruction might or might not be designed using an 
Event Map and a series of  Lesson Maps...followed by the IA Specs...if need be...just 
like an ADDIE-level effort would. 
 
Or the design approach could use just a Lesson Map to generate the appropriate   
number of IA Specs. 
 
Or it could be a design approach to produce a battery of IAs - such as a series of  
Product Knowledge “Info” content. Or the Info, Demo and Appo sets-of-content for 
each product on the list of deliverables. 
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Or it could produce just one IA Spec.  
 
For example: a “demo” at a “skill-level” on the new ABC-XYZ Product. The rest is to be 
developed later. This first piece is for the Sales Conference coming up soon, thus driv-
ing the need for this one stand-alone  component. A component that we want to work 
seamlessly later with content yet-to-be-developed. 
 
The same drivers and approaches might be appropriate 
for developing policy/procedure components that are 
“Instructional and/or Informational.” Whatever the work-
flow needs RIGHT NOW. The rest of the T&D will come 
later, if ever.  
 
Maybe only developing the one component is appropri-
ate from an ROI perspective. Just because you could - 
doesn’t mean you should. 
 
 
Scheming for Storage/Access 
This 3rd level of ISD’s approach also requires that you 
have and use a content inventory scheme...if you really 
want increased reuse of existing content.  
 
Such as the ECA - a content inventory scheme and a 
naming convention scheme, and a language/labeling 
scheme, which will all help you to house/store all of 
your existing content and all of the designs for the     
current gaps that have not yet been built/bought… 
 
...at any level that you have them… Event…           
Module...Lesson...Instructional Activity….or your 
equivalents... 
 
And you’d like to have these in place before you begin 
to build or buy all your future content.  
 
All your existing T&D becomes legacy T&D and is     
appropriately “tagged” as such and stored. And that 
legacy content will sometimes, as often as practical/
appropriate, be used “as is” or “after modified” - from 
here on out in future ISD efforts! 
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The goal is never to convert Legacy content 
unless there is a significant ROI for doing so, 
and then usually it is done at its natural               
maintenance cycle. Unless there is an urgency 
to the conversion timing.  

 
A content inventory scheme is akin to having a SKU 
(stock keeping units) architecture and number coding 
scheme for all of the bar coded products and                 
subassemblies in your world of  instructional content 
and just plain data/information.  
 
It requires standards and tagging that go way beyond 
SCORM tagging. 
 
It requires a Enterprise Content Architecture that      
reflects an Enterprise Process Architecture                        
or an Enterprise Process Performance                       
Architecture...something that is unique to each            
Enterprise. Form following function. 
 
If this 3rd level of ISD and the content/design inventory scheme is in place, then your 
ability to develop new content products will be better, faster and cheaper.  
 
Note: This 3rd level of ISD is very similar to the 2nd, the ADDIE-level in my model-set, 
but with typically with a narrower focus or unusual slant. Such as let’s spec out all of 
the tests first and then worry about the Instruction and Information and whether to de-
liver it to the workflow for use as needed, and/or deploy it prior to its need in the work-
flow. 
 
If you can do the 2nd level of ISD in my methods, the ADDIE level, then you already 
know how and can do the 3rd level’s analysis and design work.    
 

ISD Level 3 < ISD Level 2 
 
 
Structured-OJT T&D Events 
...or S-OJT, is sometimes considered non-traditional. In over 250 projects of my own, 
with 44 Fortune 500 firms, and hundreds of projects conducted by my staff and clients’ 
staffs, I have yet to find, other than a few scattered S-OJT products at a couple of 
firms, anyone really embracing this.  
 
I think that’s because it takes quite a bit of planning, design, development and a lot of 
investment in policy and support structure and a big shift of the training deployment/
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facilitating responsibilities out of 
a designated department 
(Training/Learning/Performance, 
etc.) and back out into the             
enterprise departments.  
 
Because you need a bunch of 
coaches, certified or not, to take 
responsibility for delivery,       
assessment, feedback and    
remedial efforts for S-OJT. And 
tracking and  reporting data. 
More paperwork/data entry for 
everyone. Which no one likes. 
 
 
The Structured OJT (On-the-
Job) T&D Event is itself a                 
combination of...  
 

► Info IAs,  
► Demo IAs, and  
► Application IAs  

 
At least that’s how I have used it 
where it was appropriate...and 
that means feasible too. And 
culturally acceptable. 
 
S-OJT can be designed using an Event Map and a series of  Lesson Maps...followed 
by the IA Specs...if need be...just like an ADDIE-level effort would. 
 
Or use just a Lesson Map and the appropriate number of IA Specs. 
 
Or just one IA Spec. 
 
Or can start right with the IA Spec and build a template that patterns the content for 
user friendliness and accessibility. Here we might be able to reuse an existing                
template for S-OJT.  
 
For example, let’s say that what we have to start with, as a template, is a 4-Lesson 
T&D Event for another target audience where the first Lesson is a series of self-paced                 
readings kicked-off by an “advanced organizer” Info IA.  
 
The second Lesson was IAs were all “face-to-face” with a certified Coach. 
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The third Lesson was a 
blend of reading                 
assignments,                  
structured interviews, 
and guided                           
observations. The 
fourth Lesson was        
back face-to-face with 
the designated Coach.  
 
Can we clone and 
tweak this “template” 
for our needs?   
 
Almost always! First 
blank the used original 
design templates and lay them side-by-side. 
 
Decide what administrative IAs can be tweaked later and which IAs need to be “off-the-
design-table” as inappropriate for reuse.  
 
Then using the Performance Model and K/S data, plus the Existing T&D Assessment 
data, the Design Team would initially sort where that content will exist in the new                  
Instructional Product Component or stand-alone content - being developed for             
deployment via S-OJT.  
 
 
Qualification/Certification T&D Events/Lessons/IAs 
The Qualification/Certification Event is where one or more Q/C Performance Tests    
exist within one or more Lessons, each with a focus on one or more Application IAs, 
where the Application IA is a Test…written tests where absolutely necessary as a             
pre-step to the Performance Tests, or just Performance Tests.  
 
Performance Tests are to be used instead of Knowledge Tests wherever Q/C is             
critically important.  
 
The Q/C IA is easy to design and then develop.  
 
You start with the performance in mind…using the Performance Models data. And 
complete the template. And then validate using various means, appropriate to the 
Risks/Rewards for completeness, accuracy and appropriateness.  
 
The Q/C Performance Test Application IA development process begins with                  
analysis...you start the design process out with data from the Performance Model      
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focusing in on the 
tasks must be               
performed correctly 
to produce the              
outputs to              
stakeholder                          
requirements. 
 
A design                          
consideration here, 
after the analysis 
and before                           
development, is 
whether to use a 
“real-work”                       
approach, a “work-
simulation”                       
approach, or a “work 
talk-through”                    
approach due to 
time and costs for 
development AND 
deployment in the 
users’ worlds.  
 
What assures us 
that the approach 
taken is sufficient 
and feasible and 
balances costs with 
risks?  
 
A decision by the 
Project Steering 
Team taking a             
business-view!  
 
The Design Team               
is facilitated to              
create the performance-based design outputs that the Project Steering Team will re-
view and approve, modify, or reject the design, before it is used to guide development/
acquisition of the Performance Tests themselves. 
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Summary & Close 
A 3rd level of ISD along 
with a content                 
inventory scheme can 
support both KMS           
efforts and improve 
content reuse for ISD 
efforts, including                  
S-OJT and                         
Qualification/
Certification Events 
and Lessons. 
 
Next month: Key ISD 
Roles 

 
Guy W. Wallace, 
CPT, has been an 
external ISD/HPT consultant since1982, is the president of EPPIC Inc., has been a 
member of ISPI since 1979, is a past president of ISPI, and was the author of the 
book:  lean-ISD, a recipient of an ISPI 2002 Award of Excellence.  
 
He may be reached via, and related resources may be obtained at both his web 
site: www.eppic.biz and at his Blog at:                                                                                           
 

http://pursuingperformanceblog.blogspot.com 
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Project Proven Tools and Techniques for ISD: 
 

Key ISD Roles 
 

Extended Article 8 Opening 
The eighth topic that we’re covering in this 12-part series is: Key ISD Roles.  
 
Here we will focus on the ADDIE-level of ISD and not the Curriculum Architecture-level 
of ISD, which is addressed next month. 
 
In my leadership of the ISD practice area at two ISD/HPT consulting firms, from 1982 
until 2002, we conducted over 400 ISD projects. As we were never able to “level” the 
amount of incoming work, at times I often had to assign several staff members on a 
project in an attempt to rush it along.  
 
Throwing more bodies into a fast paced project doesn’t always work, unless the ISD 
processes you use is conducive to that - which I refer to as a “divide-and-conquer” 
strategy. My 6-phase model for the ADDIE-level of ISD in my PACT Processes follows. 
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To do that “divide-and-conquer” strategy for ADDIE-level efforts I used a “role” strategy 
for project planning and assignments for all of our staff ISD consultants. When I              
discovered in the course of their early client project work what each person was good 
at and where they liked to focus, I would use them and also groom them consistent 
with their desires as the company workload and their skills allowed.  
 
We also used a qualification/certification approach to each of these roles so that it was 
crystal clear to all involved exactly what criteria had to be mastered for being certified 
as “able to solo.” Those roles are: 
 

► ISD Project Manager 
► ISD Analyst 
► ISD Curriculum Architecture Designer 
► ISD Designer 
► ISD Lead Developer 
► ISD Developer 

 
Each of these roles has a slightly different “label” within my PACT Processes, which is 
used in the following graphic that explains the various “levels” of qualification/
certification  we used. Note that this graphic does not address ISD Developers, as that 
was the entry-level job where one started to specialize or generalize in the specific 
roles of my methods. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Certification Levels 
I use 6 “levels” of certification in my ISD methods - the PACT Processes for T&D/ 
Learning/ Knowledge Management; the first three of which we’ll address here.  
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Please replace all my references to my specific ISD methods–                                        
labeled PACT, with your ISD methodology’s name. 

 
Level 1 - Demonstrated PACT Knowledge 
This level means that you've passed a Knowledge Test about PACT. You understand 
the 3 levels of ISD and the common analysis and project management philosophies, 
methods and tools/templates used. You understand the 5 key PACT Practitioner roles. 
You understand the intent, activities and outputs in each of the phases of each of the 3 
ISD methods of PACT of CAD, MCD and IAD. 
 
After a Level 1 Certification in my methods, one would begin to specialize in one or 
more of the 5 key roles of the PACT Processes. 
 
Level 2-5 Certification  
Starting with Level 2, Certification in PACT is done by each of the 5 Key Roles of the 
PACT Practitioner. This has been separated so clients could develop specialists and/or 
generalists or a little of each.  
 
The generalist has to certify in all Roles, at say- Level 3, to claim to be a Level 3 PACT 
Generalist. They have collected all of the Merit Badges, so to speak.  
 
Level 2 - Demonstrated Ability to Support a Level 3 
Any Level 3 can bestow this Level upon any Level 1 in my approach. This is their   
testament as to someone’s demonstrated capability. It should only be award upon 
demonstrating true capability to support a time or two. So this level requires a little 
“trust.” What does a level 2 signify?  
 
What does one have to prove to the Level 3—or higher– doing the assessment and 
certification? 
 

► Can the Level 1 help and not get in the way? Not mess things up? Not ex-
plain things poorly, incorrectly or 180 degrees off? 
 

That's what a bestowed Level 2 should mean to any Level 3 shopping for assistance in 
their next project.  
 
Although many Level 3s might not wish to truly "go solo" - there being safety in              
numbers - PACT efforts can be conducted by Practitioners going it alone...going solo.  
 
The reason to team up is often more for development of additional capacity…              
developing more Practitioners than necessity of the TASK BURDEN to be shared. But 
sometimes you do need to divide and conquer larger efforts to accelerate the               
schedule. 
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Level 3 - Ability to Solo 
This is the ultimate target for most PACT Practitioners. It says I can handle my        
assignment by myself if need be - for THAT role that I am certified as a 3. Not                    
however, for any other role. 
 
Now let’s review those 6 general ISD roles for the ADDIE-level of ISD, including the 
ISD Developer role. 
 
 
ISD Project Manager 
The role of the ISD Project Manager is to meet with clients reactively and/or proactively 
to discuss performance goals and issues (problems and opportunities) and determine if 
an ISD effort is warranted. Then they develop project plans for the project tasks, as-
signments and schedules, in response to the specifics of the client situation and then 
review that with a Project Steering Team. They also conduct “gate reviews” with the 
Project Steering Team at key milestones of the project. 
 
In the PACT Processes, as an ISD Project Manager - a level 3 certification says:  

I have demonstrated my capability in: 

► Interviewing Clients and Stakeholders  

► Developing a detailed Project Plan for CAD, MCD or IAD Efforts  

► Assigning Task Responsibilities to Other PACT Practitioners  

► Monitoring and Troubleshooting Actuals to Plan  

► Planning for and conducting Project Steering Team Gate Review Meetings  
 
Often mastering this role is at the end of development in the other roles. At least the 
way I plan it. I like the Project Manager to have experience in the tasks and methods of 
the other roles before they sit down and plan a project for those roles.  
 
ISD Analyst 
The role of the ISD Analyst is to conduct the analysis efforts and produce an approved 
set of analysis data, including: 
 

► Target Audience data 
► Performance Model data 
► K/S Matrices data 
► Existing T&D Assessments data 
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They support the ISD Project Manager in preparing an Analysis Report and the PST 
gate review presentations to guide the review/rejection/modification/approval of the 
analysis data before it is used in the downstream design phase. 
 
In the PACT Processes, as a PPA - PACT Performance Analyst - a level 3                  
certification says:  

I have demonstrated my capability in: 
► Planning and preparation for the Analysis Team Meeting  
► Conducting and documenting the AT Meeting  
► Preparing for and/or supporting PPM for the Project Steering Gate Review 

Meeting 
 
Depending on the approach of the ISD analysis effort, this role needs to be able to 
conduct the analysis efforts by facilitating the Analysis Team, or via more traditional 
observations and interviews. 
 
ISD Curriculum Architecture Designer 
The role of the ISD Curriculum Architecture Designer is to conduct the curriculum               
architecture design preparation efforts and to facilitate the actual design efforts, as well 
as the post-design review efforts needed to produce an approved set of design outputs 
that includes: 
 

► T&D Paths and Individual Planning Guides 
► T&D Event Definitions 
► T&D Event Specifications 
► T&D Module Specifications 

 
They support the ISD Project Manager in preparing a Curriculum Architecture Design 
Document and the PST gate review presentations to guide the review/rejection/
modification/approval of the design data before it is used in the downstream                  
implementation planning efforts. 
 
In the PACT Processes, as a PCD - PACT CAD Designer - a level 3 certification says:  

I have demonstrated my capability in: 

► Planning and preparation for the CAD Design Team Meeting  

► Conducting and documenting the CAD DT Meeting  
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► Preparing for and/or supporting PPM for the Project Steering Gate Review 
Meeting 

 
Design of a Curriculum Architecture requires understanding what good ISD is at the 
“Event/Module” level - but it is a very different facilitated process from the ADDIE-level 
of ISD in the PACT approach to ISD.  
 
I have included the Curriculum Architecture Designer role here in the ADDIE-level 
“roles” as they could be involved in the handoff to the ADDIE-level Analyst and/or    
Designer if a Curriculum Architecture effort preceded the ADDIE-level efforts. In that 
capacity they would brief the Analyst and   Designers regarding the analysis data and 
Curriculum Architecture design...as “not all words make it to paper” in team facilitated 
meetings’ documentation. 
 
ISD Designer 
The role of the ISD Designer is to prepare for and conduct the ADDIE-level design   
efforts and produce an approved set of design outputs that includes: 
 

► T&D Event Maps and Specifications 
► T&D Lesson Maps and Specifications 
► T&D Instructional Activity Specifications 

 
They support the ISD Project Manager in preparing a Design Document and the PST 
gate review presentations to guide the review/rejection/modification/approval of the  
design before it is used in the downstream development/acquisition, pilot-testing and 
updating efforts. 
 
In the PACT Processes, as a PMD - PACT MCD-IAD Designer - a level 3 certification 
says:  

I have demonstrated my capability in: 

► Planning and preparation for the MCD/IAD Design Team Meeting  

► Conducting and documenting the MCD/IAD Design Team Meeting  

► Preparing for and/or supporting Project Manager for the Project Steering 
Gate Review Meeting 

 
Again, the PACT Process for MCD—Modular Curriculum Development/Acquisition is 
the equivalent of an ADDIE-level or approach to ISD. 
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ISD Lead Developer 
The role of the Lead Developer is to ensure that the content configuration of the      
ADDIE-level design is maintained. This is especially important if there will be a large 
number of developers involved post-design...the divide-and-conquer” strategy. 
 
The Lead Developer produces a Development Plan, where Lessons are assigned and 
a schedule is produced for the first three drafts…the third of which is pre-designated as 
the Pilot-Test draft. All Lessons get 3 drafts…the first, which is reviewed and edited 
and the reviewed/edited a third time...unless it’s understood that one or more specific 
Lessons are “from Hades.” Then they might be scheduled for a 4th and/or 5th draft. 
These are flagged early and managed differently by the Lead Developer. 
 
And some Lesson content might only need two drafts to be ready for Pilot. But in my 
28 years in the ISD profession, those have been rare. Better to plan for three and only 
have to use two. 
 
In the PACT approach, as a PLD - PACT Lead Developer - a level 3 certification says:  

I have demonstrated my capability in: 

► Planning for Development Assignments for an MCD-IAD Effort  

► Setting Up a Tracking System for Development  

► Conducting a Development Team Kick-Off Meeting  

► Preparing Performance-based Evaluations for Pilot Testing Efforts  

► Preparing for and/or supporting PPM for the Project Steering Gate Review 
Meeting 

 
 
ISD Developers 
The role of the Developers are to develop performance-based, performance-impacting 
T&D using the authoring tools and templates provided by their organization, as called 
out for in the details of the design inputs to their processes. They, in conjunction with 
SMEs and Master Performers, draft the Lessons’ Instructional Activities. They also 
conduct the developmental reviews in between the first and third drafts.  
 
Post the Pilot-Test effort they are given Revision Specifications to guide the updating 
of the T&D before it goes into inventory, using your LMS/LCMS or other electronic and/
or paper systems, for on-going storage, administration and deployment as intended.  
 
Note: The Lead Developer might also wear the hat of an ISD Developer when not   
performing “Lead” activities. 
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Summary & Close 
The key roles within your ISD function may be configured quite differently. And how 
they are rolled up into jobs or assignments may vary by location and by need AND by 
the demonstrated capabilities of your staff.  
 
My intent was to break this down as I’ve practiced it, hiring and developing and deploy-
ing my ISD staff at two ISD/HPT Consulting firms (1982-1997).   
 
Next month: Teams for Curriculum Architecture ISD Efforts 
 

Guy W. Wallace, CPT, has been an external ISD/HPT consultant since1982, is the 
president of EPPIC Inc., has been a member of ISPI since 1979, is a past president 
of ISPI, and was the author of the book:  lean-ISD, a recipient of an ISPI 2002 
Award of Excellence.  
 
He may be reached via, and related resources may be obtained at both his web 
site: www.eppic.biz and at his Blog at:                                                                                           
 

 http://pursuingperformanceblog.blogspot.com  
 

 
Now it’s your turn…to participate passively or actively... 

 
Read what others are contributing!!! 

Share your relevant methods & tools!!! 
Share your questions, comments or concerns!!! 

 
Log onto the ISPI web site: www.ispi.org     

 

To Fully Participate - ISPI encourages anyone who would like to participate in the IS Professional Community  
to go to Discussion Groups, log in, click on My Subscriptions and add the Instructional Systems ProComm    
to your list of groups.  

Consider getting involved the 6 other ProComms as well, or any of the other Discussion Groups! 

For Discussion Group Help (a "primer"): See Help on the Discussion Group Home Page: 

http://performance.ispi.org/scriptcontent/Custom/indexPage.cfm?page=DiscussionHelp&section=communities 
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Project Proven Tools and Techniques for ISD: 
 

Teams for Curriculum Architecture ISD Efforts 
 

 
Extended Article 9 Opening 
The 9th topic that we’re covering in this extended 12-part PX series is:  
 

Teams for Curriculum Architecture ISD Efforts 
 
The team structure I am presenting fits my 
ISD model-set…a 3-level model of ISD 
processes.  
 
This month we cover those teams involved 
in level 1…the Curriculum Architecture 
(CA) level of ISD.  
 
There are 6 teams that we will cover in this 
expanded article, along with some of the 
special roles within a few of those teams: 
 

► Project Steering Team 
► Analysis Team 
► Analysis Review Team 
► Design Team 
► Design Review Team 
► ISD Team 

 
 
Project Steering Team 
The role of the CA Project Steering Team (PST) is to own the project and make key 
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decisions at various project milestones/review points. The specific responsibilities of 
the Project Steering Team are to 
 

► Review/critique and revise the Project Plan. 
► Select candidate members for the Analysis and Design Teams. 
► Review/critique the Analysis Report data and preliminary recommendations. 
► Review/critique the CAD documentation. 
► Review/critique the Implementation Plan 

 
 
The ISD Team Project Manager works with the Project Steering Team to test ideas 
early (and often) and to obtain “sanctioning” OR REDIRECTIONS for all project            
activities via the PST Gate Review Meetings...represented by the four “traffic lights”          
in the 4-Phase model I use to portray the CA process...which is labeled “CAD” for            
Curriculum Architecture Design in my methods. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note: Again, it is not my attempt to get you to adopt my methods and labels,  
but to give you something that you can adapt to your specific situational needs. 

 
The members of the Project Steering Team start off, after personal one-on-one    
meetings with most members by the CA Project Manager, in a team meeting to           
review,  debate, and perhaps challenge and change the specifics of the CA Project 
Plan. So that they own it! If the ownership of the plan still resides with the ISD Team 
and Project Manager after the first PST meeting, that meeting was most likely a failure. 
 
If they buy in...team members are expected to also assist in making available all of   
the human resources, performance data, and other data needed to conduct the CA 
project. In addition, and most importantly, they handpick all of the other PACT team 
members. 
 
The PST team is composed of members who have a real stake in the outcomes and 
process for conducting the CA project.  
 
And, the most important role on the Project Steering Team is that of chairperson. 
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The Project Steering Team Chairperson 
In general, the Project Steering Team chairperson is the logical owner of the project, 
the person with responsibility and accountability for making change happen.  
 
This person will possibly be evaluated by his or her management based upon the   
success or lack of success of the project. Organizational etiquette and politics typically 
suggest that the CA Project Manager, the planner of the CA process leading to that 
success or failure, must really understand “how score is kept for their client” in order to 
assure that the CA project plan and management of that plan leads to success in 
terms of the real measures of that specific situation. 
 
The Project Steering Team chairperson is the key customer/stakeholder to interface 
with and should help identify all of the other key stakeholders that should be involved 
in the project, especially the other PST members. Very early in the project, this person 
provides key inputs in the development and review of the CA Project Plan. 

Project Steering Team Membership 
Project Steering Team members nominally include key leaders of the organizations 
within or effected by the scope of the project.  
 
To accomplish its tasks, the Project Steering Team must be composed of the highest 
level individuals who may benefit from or be affected by the project.  
 

The goal is not to get the company CEO on the project, but to get other 
people with the right authority levels and interest― those with authority  
to prioritize and then provide dollars and  people for the follow-on T&D 
projects.  

 
In addition to the authority and resources that they will bring with them, the CA Project 
Manager wants the active participation of stakeholders. The Project Manager wants 
those with something real at stake in the outcomes of the T&D project; those who will 
have to live with the consequences of doing nothing, doing the wrong thing, or doing 
the right thing. Those with something at stake could include customers of a process; 
suppliers; and support organizations such as information systems, field operations,  
human resources, etc. 
 
In selecting candidates for the Project Steering Team, my general rule is to determine 
who might come forward sometime during the project and question or take exception 
to what is happening. Better to invite them on day one to have their say and attempt to 
influence the Project Steering Team and the project plan early. Having them join the 
fray two months into the project with all sorts of issues is never ideal. 
 
If a project hits close to their home, candidates who are true stakeholders might be so 
intrigued by the thought and structure of the planned effort that they might be willing to 
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participate ― if they see a return for their investment. Maybe they’ll need to delegate 
participation. But the goal is to bring in representatives of all key groups! 
 
How many members are on a Project Steering Team? The fewer members, the faster 
things may move. The more members, the less likelihood any one individual can  
negatively influence the project. It’s a balancing act. 
 
Establishing a formal Project Steering Team ensures that key stakeholders “buy in” to 
the Project Plan politically, that it makes business sense, and that the outputs and 
planned tasks will be supported during and after the project.  
 
The Project Steering Team handpicks all other team members, and that goes a long 
way to ensuring that the outputs produced by those teams have credibility. That is   
extremely important because the volume of data in the outputs produced makes it 
problematic that the Project Steering Team will be able to do a thorough review.      
Besides, it’s better to build in quality early than to attempt to inspect it in later. 
 

The First Project Steering Team Meeting 
Project Steering Team members may be recruited by the Project Manager, or in the 
ideal case, by the Project Steering Team chairperson. The chairperson’s credibility and 
organizational responsibility can be a big advantage in recruiting. 
 
If the Project Manager recruits potential members, he or she should make arrange-
ments for the first meeting of the Project Steering Team before making recruiting calls. 
In contacting prospective members, the Project Manager should know the potential   
location of the first meeting (and have at least two alternative dates to propose) and 
know the meeting length (no more than two hours for this first meeting). The Project 
Manager should make detailed copies of the Project Plan available in advance. 
 
At the first meeting, the Project Manager should be prepared to present the Project 
Plan in summary fashion and must sell Project Steering Team members on the project.  
 
The first task for the Project Manager prior to getting into all of the details of the project 
is to demonstrate an understanding of 
► The performance situation the project is to address 
► The implications of the current situation 
► The magnitude of the implications 
► The payoff for resolving the situation 
 
The most critical information here is the payoff, the returns on the investment for             
resolving the situation or addressing an upcoming issue. 
 
It’s up to the Project Manager to anticipate Project Steering Team member views, 
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identify the pros and cons of alternative approaches, rank the alternatives, and be   
prepared to answer tough questions with logic, poise, and determination. Once the 
Project Steering Team is on board, gaining commitment and cooperation from other 
project participants is much easier. 
 
At the first and subsequent Project Steering Team meetings, it’s good technique for 
the Project Manager to engage in constructive confrontation. By forewarning the team 
of his or her intentions to explore potential issues and facilitate any needed debate 
early rather than too late in the overall effort, the Project Manager can more easily get 
the attention of the team and receives its thoughts and feedback on those issues. 

The PST and “Command and Control and Empowerment” 
My CA projects are structured so that participants are empowered - within certain 
boundaries and limits. The Project Steering Team provides many of those boundaries 
and limits. By their actions, Project Steering Team members help to provide “command 
and control and empowerment” for the CA project. 
 
Command and control is an old, and some would say outdated, paradigm. But even 
with empowerment and flat organizational structures, it’s necessary to have a way to 
provide clear direction, to gather strategic input from leaders and stakeholders, and to 
resolve conflicts among stakeholders. Without command and control, the project ship 
would drift aimlessly, never reaching its destination. 
 
The Project Steering Team and its gate reviews embody command and control and 
empowerment. They allow the voice of the customer from the upper levels of the      
organization to be taken into account. They allow for the discovery and resolution of 
conflict among CA customers and between customers and supplier. They allow for the 
review of project goals, direction, and progress ― and for redirection as required. They 
allow the project to move forward quickly and efficiently toward its goal of                 
designing and developing high-quality T&D/ Learning/ Knowledge Management      
content: performance-based Information & Instruction. 
 

Tips for Dealing with the Project Steering Team 
 
► Good planning and a Project Steering Team are what it takes to kick off a training 

development project successfully. I don’t claim that these methods are easy to use; 
I do claim that they show their value in later phases and steps. 

 
► Most Project Steering Team members will likely have much experience with           

projects, whether ISD-related or not. They have “been there, planned it, and then 
rolled with the punches as they did it.” So they can be expected to “be real” with the 
project manager, if the project manager’s plan is at all realistic. 
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► ISD professionals invite Project Steering Team members to gate review meetings 
and arm them with questions to challenge ISD’s own work! Of course, Project 
Steering Team members will have their own questions and challenges, but the  
Project Manager’s management process directs the team to think critically about 
project progress and work products and what needs to be discussed now (not later) 
to ensure continued project success. 

 
► Expect pushback regarding the conduct of formal analysis. They may just want to 

tell you what they want and see you “get on it!” 
 
I’m not suggesting that early efforts to recruit and corral the right people will be easy. 
But success breeds success, and everyone likes to be on winning teams. Set yourself 
up for success with the careful selection of the Project Steering Team!  
 
 
CA Analysis Team 
The role of the Analysis Team in a Curriculum Architecture effort is to provide credible, 
real-world input to the analysis process regarding the target audience’s expected      
performance and the enabling knowledge and skills required. Credible to the PST that 
handpicked each member. 
 
The Analysis Team should be composed of Master Performers and staff experts and 
other individuals with specialized knowledge regarding the performance within the 
scope of the effort. And they should be selected and recruited by the Project Steering 
Team members. That may mean a phone call or email from the appropriate PST   
member to let the Analysis Team member candidate know that this is an important 
temporary diversion from their day job. That goes a longer way that someone in ISD 
requesting the candidates participation. It has almost always worked for me - and when 
it didn’t work out, that was usually the appropriate outcome given the situation. 
 
The specific responsibilities of the CA Analysis Team are to 
 
► Provide input in analysis meetings regarding the missions, key outputs and metrics, 

tasks, and roles and responsibilities of ideal performance. 
► Provide input in the analysis meetings regarding the typical gaps in performance 

(outputs not meeting targeted metrics), likely causes of the gaps, and an assess-
ment of the causes’ root source being due to deficiencies in the environment, 
knowledge/skills/competencies, or physical and/or psychological attributes (see the 
2nd article in this 12-part series, from February 2007, for more information on these 
“deficiencies” and their probable causes) 

► Provide input in the analysis meeting regarding the performance-based enabling 
knowledge/skills 

 
The Analysis Team usually has between 6 and 12 members (eight seems to be best). 
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Less is hardly a team approach, and too many more becomes unwieldy in a group   
forum.  
 
The Project Steering Team handpicks members of the Analysis Team, looking for 

► Mastery of performance 
► Credibility with the Project Steering Team 
► Credibility with the target audience they represent 

 
This team is composed of members who can articulate the performance requirements 
of the job, task, or process. Collectively, team members will know all of the key       
enabling knowledge and skills and their relative importance to Performance              
Competence. They are themselves Master Performers or, minimally, Subject Matter 
Experts.  
 
Others who might make good Analysis Team members, depending on the situation, 
include managers and supervisors of the target audiences, and sometimes even           
novice performers. 
 
Individual Master Performers are known for their current expertise in today’s                
performance situation (not the knowledge they had three years ago before they took 
a headquarters staff job!). They have good reputations and are credible with their 
management and peers. They are often called upon to help others in their                  
organization get out of trouble. They are often peer coaches for the organizations’ 
novices. They usually have strong egos and strong personalities, and facilitating 
them can often be quite a challenge for ISD staff. If there are any limitations on who 
can be involved in the analysis process, choose these master performers! We  
benchmark them during the analysis process. 
 
Subject Matter Experts are people who know a great deal about the job or some  
relevant issue, procedure, policy, tool, or problem. Subject Matter Experts may be 
knowledgeable about some aspect of performance or all of it; however, by the PACT 
definition they are not Master Performers unless they are currently performing a task to 
a level of mastery recognized by their own organization. Subject Matter Experts may 
not know how to get a job done when faced with today’s real-world barriers and issues 
or how to work around or plow right through. 
 
Manager and supervisor representatives are sometimes important. They often 
have the big picture when Master Performers and SMEs don’t. For example,                
sometimes the near-term future state is being designed just one step ahead of the 
real work, and very few people may understand what’s ahead in the future. (This is 
often the result of past managerial practices of keeping most people in the dark,             
inadvertently or deliberately.) In any event, managers and supervisors are often 
placed in the CA project as Analysis Team members and even deliberately invited to 
act as spies on behalf of the Project Steering Team. 
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Including novice performers is sometimes appropriate to the situation. While Master 
Performers are important because they have years of experience and understand the 
intricacies of performing the tasks on a daily basis, novice performers are important to 
the team because learning the job tasks has been a relatively recent experience to 
them. Novice performers can identify critical sequencing, tasks, steps, and other infor-
mation that is important in the eventual training; more experienced performers might 
take these aspects of the job for granted. Novice performers know which immediate 
survival skills are critical! If the focus of the project is on T&D/Learning/ Knowledge 
Management content for predominantly new hires, inclusion of these people may be 
especially useful. 
 
Getting the right people into the right teams or roles is critical, but even if there are one 
or two ringers (people with really no business being involved except as political hacks); 
having a preponderance of the really right people balances everything out acceptably. 
 
It is important to create an Analysis Team of diverse participants. Different folks add 
different perspectives to the analysis effort. 
 
The Analysis Team ensures that real-world work performance, as documented in the 
Performance Model, becomes the ultimate criterion for the ISD’s learning objectives. It 
also ensures that all additional analysis data, such as enabling knowledge and skills, 
are based on the Performance Model’s description of ideal performance. 

The Analysis Review Team 
A team related to the Analysis Team is the Analysis Review Team. One or more 
Analysis Review Teams may be put in place to extend the review and buy-in of the 
analysis data prior to its use in design efforts. 
 
Analysis Review Teams are formed when the Project Steering Team is worried that 
the small number of participants on the Analysis Team won’t provide enough                 
real-world input or won’t cover the politics well enough geographically.  
 
The more diverse a large organization is, the more useful Analysis Review Teams 
may be. For example, if Analysis Team members do not geographically represent the 
entire spectrum of target audience members, forming more broadly based Analysis 
Review Teams can provide valuable confirmation of the results obtained. Rather than 
overstaff the Analysis Team with the number sufficient to meet those concerns,   
slowing down the Analysis Team meeting, the CA Project Manager should suggest 
the use of review teams. 
 
Usually, these teams are created for political reasons. The efforts of these teams slow 
down processes and increase costs, but forming these teams is sometimes a                 
necessity due to the politics and culture of the organization. They are not generally 
necessary when the Analysis Team and Design Team are staffed with the right people 
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in the first place. 
 
Participants on Analysis Review Teams should possibly include Master Performers, 
Subject Matter Experts, and both managers/supervisors, and novice performers.  
 
CA Design Team 
The role of the Design Team is to provide input and feedback during the actual design 
activities of the CA outputs. 
 
The Design Team should participate in a structured process to begin the work of devel-
oping the T&D Module Specifications and T&D Event Specifications and sequencing 
them on a T&D Path for each primary target audience. One to three Design Team 
members should be recruited from the Analysis Team. I’ve often had Analysis Team 
reject the notion of a subset representing them in the design process and insist that 
they all move forward into the Design Team role. 
 
The specific responsibilities of the Design Team members are to 
 

► Establish curriculum design criteria. 
► Define the individual T&D Modules. 
► Assign each T&D Module to a Module Inventory Framework tier level. 
► Cluster T&D Modules into T&D Events. 
► Establish prerequisite relationships for the individual T&D Modules/Events. 
► Define the T&D Path(s) for the primary target audience(s). 

 
 
In line with one of my favorite sayings that “The ISD customer owns the content, and 
the ISD supplier owns the process” - the CA Design Team is asked to contribute live, 
as they see the Curriculum Architecture design unfold before their eyes.  
 

This is not design by committee; the Design Team does not do the design 
while the ISD practitioner sits and watches and writes. Rather, this is influenc-
ing the designer by committee; the designer designs the CA based on the 
analysis work products, doing that while Design Team members observe, input 
to to effort and critique it as it progresses, live and on the spot. 

 
As with the Analysis Team, the Project Steering Team handpicks the Design Team 
members. The Design Team should almost always be composed of a subset of    
Analysis Team members, selected to represent all target audiences.  
 
Design Team members must 

► Be team players 
► Be concrete thinkers as well as conceptual thinkers 
► Understand job performance and knowledge/skill requirements even better 

than Analysis Team members do 
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Downselecting Design Team members from the Analysis Team is a critical step.           
During the analysis meeting, the Project Manager and Analyst get a chance to see 
the personalities and styles of each member. That’s when and how ISD professionals 
identify the best candidates for the next steps. And it’s not always the most pliant 
members that are sought for the next step. Sometime what you want and need is the 
toughest one in the bunch—for if they buy in to the design they will sell others auto-
matically. 
 
Why doesn’t the Project Manager want new members on the Design Team? Analysis 
Team members have collectively worked their way through many decisions on the job 
breakdown into Areas of Performance and key outputs, related tasks, and so forth; 
they have organized the analysis data and should be comfortable and familiar with that 
organization—which might seem arbitrary or wrong to others. New members some-
times struggle with this organization; and they may feel the need to “fix” the analysis 
data and/or configuration of the data before they can go ahead with the design      
process. Not only does this slow down the design process, it also makes the “old”     
Design Team members―the ones who served on the Analysis Team―upset because 
some newcomer is messing with “their” data and configuration. 
 
During the Design Phase, the Project Manager can sometimes deflect a potential new 
member to a position on a Design Review Team rather than the Design Team.  
 
But if it’s absolutely necessary to add a new member to the CA Design Team, the   
Project Manager must make sure the new member becomes thoroughly familiar with 
the analysis data and its organization BEFORE the Design Team meeting. This means 
walking the new member through the analysis outputs step by step, detail by detail, 
and enlightening him or her to how this data will be used downstream. 
 

The Design Review Team 
The Design Review Team is used to expand the involvement of the target audience 
and stakeholders by having them critique the Curriculum Architecture design effort’s 
outputs.  
 
The rationale for having a Design Review Team is similar to the rationale for having an 
Analysis Review Team. Participants on a Design Review Team should represent any 
and all stakeholders.  
 
The Design Review Team is often a last chance to have the design work products re-
viewed by members of the target audience and their managers before prioritizing and 
resourcing development/acquisition efforts—ADDIE-like ISD efforts, including rapid 
prototyping/development, etc. 
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CA Implementation Planning Team 
The CA Implementation Planning Team should participate in a structured process to  
 
► Develop the list of priorities for addressing all of the “gaps” in the Curriculum        

Architecture design 
► Estimating the Costs for development/acquisition for each of the priorities 
 
After the Implementation Planning Team votes priorities, the priorities are loaded into a 
spreadsheet. The development ratios are then applied to determine how many                 
development dollars and other resources are required for various levels of T&D             
development/acquisition (make or buy). The dollar estimates allow the Project Steering 
Team to decide later in their Gate Review meeting whether or not the resources to be 
available are sufficient to the priority needs of the business.  
 

Note: Not all gaps in a CA need to be funded for development/acquisition.  
 
What is lately being labeled as Informal Learning I have long been calling      
U-OJT for Unstructured OJT, where the learners and their management are on 
their own with no  resources provided for Training/Learning. At the least the CA 
effort generates a performance-based list and definition of the outputs, output 
and process measures  and the human tasks and/or the enabling K/Ss for the 
U-OJT. And all “gaps” of a CA remain U-OJT until they are resourced and built/
bought. 

 
The Implementation Planning Team (IPT) is typically composed of members repre-
senting key stakeholders. But unlike most Project Steering Team members, they may 
be closer to the action than the higher-level individuals typically sought for most Pro-
ject Steering Teams. Members of the IPT can come from the Project Steering Team, 
Analysis Team, or Design Team. Even new players from new organizations might be 
welcomed in this particular team. For example, imagine a representative of the finance 
department becoming involved at this juncture - a representative who can later attest 
to the sanity and logic of the cost estimates that can, in some cases, grow to be quite 
large! 
 
In essence, what the Implementation Planning Team does is to plan the organization’s 
portfolio of T&D―helping separate the T&D that should be from the T&D that could be. 
 
CA ISD Team 
The role of the Curriculum Architecture ISD Team is to conduct the actual ISD work of 
the project. This team will be composed of personnel from the T&D/Learning/KMS 
staff. The ISD Team Roles involved include: 
 

► ISD Project Manager 
► ISD Analyst 
► Curriculum Architecture Designer 
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Project Manager 
The Project Manager role is critical, as mentioned earlier. Their specific responsibilities 
include: 
 

► Interviewing Clients and Stakeholders  
► Developing a detailed Project Plan for the CA effort 
► Assigning Task Responsibilities to Other ISD Practitioners such as the CA 

Analyst and CA Designer 
► Monitoring and Troubleshooting Actuals to Plan  
► Planning for and conducting Project Steering Team Gate Review Meetings  

CA Analyst 
The CA Analyst’s role is central to generating good data from the Analysis Team. The 
ISD professional in this role leads and facilitates the structured, analytic methods of 
the CA Analysis Team meeting and conducts some of the analyses outside the             
Analysis Team meeting, such as Assessment of Existing T&D for its reuse potential. 
The data gathered by the Analyst is used to generate an Analysis Report. 
 
The selection, training, and assessment of the individuals for this role is of supreme 
concern to the Project Manager. Group facilitation skills are critical! In some cases, the 
Project Manager may be the analyst. 
 
 
CA Designer 
The CA Designer role is to design in full view and out loud in the presence of the CA 
Design Team. The Designer can expect live, ongoing critiques of his or her work. The 
Designer can also expect to have to provide rationale to the Design Team for CA De-
sign concepts, models, process steps and design elements unique to a CA effort. 
 
The designer should anticipate this feedback and perhaps, pushback, because this is 
built into the CA Design process on purpose! It’s desirable to test the feasibility and 
practicality of CA design concepts, models, and methods as soon as possible. It is   
always better to fix things right away than to continue with a faulty design that only 
guarantees later rework. 
 
When selecting CA Designers, the Project Manager considers those who will not let 
their egos get in the way of this team-based CA design approach methodology. Also, if 
inarticulate, they will struggle. If they are weak at group facilitation, they will struggle. If 
they can’t write legibly on the flip chart easels used extensively in the team approach 
to CA Design, they will struggle. 
 
 
Summary & Close 
The team structure I’ve presented fits my ISD model…a 3-level model of ISD                      
processes. Your ISD models and methods may vary!  
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I suggest adapting what I have written about here and elsewhere in this series as     
appropriate—when adopting isn’t. 
 
Next month: Teams for ADDIE-level ISD Efforts 

 
Guy W. Wallace, CPT, has been an external ISD/HPT consultant since1982, is the 
president of EPPIC Inc., has been a member of ISPI since 1979, is a past board 
director and president of ISPI, and was the author of the book:  lean-ISD, a           
recipient of an ISPI 2002 Award of Excellence. He may be reached via email at: 
guy.wallace@eppic.biz  - and ISD resources related to this article series may be 
obtained at his web site: www.eppic.biz and via his Professional Blog at:           
http://pursuingperformanceblog.blogspot.com   
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
Now it’s your turn…to participate passively or actively... 

 
Read what others are contributing!!! 

Share your relevant methods & tools!!! 
Share your questions, comments or concerns!!! 

 
Log onto the ISPI web site: www.ispi.org     

 

To Fully Participate - ISPI encourages anyone who would like to participate in the IS Professional Community  
to go to Discussion Groups, log in, click on My Subscriptions and add the Instructional Systems ProComm    
to your list of groups.  

Consider getting involved the 6 other ProComms as well, or any of the other Discussion Groups! 

For Discussion Group Help (a "primer"): See Help on the Discussion Group Home Page: 

http://performance.ispi.org/scriptcontent/Custom/indexPage.cfm?page=DiscussionHelp&section=communities 
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12-Part Series:  
Project Proven ISD  
Tools & Techniques 
Guy W. Wallace 
Certified Performance Technologist 
President, EPPIC Inc. 
ISPI Past President 
 

guy.wallace@eppic.biz  

Project Proven Tools and Techniques for ISD: 
 

Teams for ADDIE-level ISD Efforts  
 

Extended Article 10 Opening 
The tenth topic that we’re covering in this 12-part series is:  
 

Teams for ADDIE-level ISD Efforts.  
 
These are both the ISD customer teams and 
the ISD supplier teams. The team structure I 
am presenting fits my ISD model-set…the 
PACT Processes for T&D/ Learning/ Knowl-
edge Management - with 3-levels of ISD.  
 
This month we cover those teams involved in 
level 2 and level 3…the ADDIE-like levels of 
ISD and not the Curriculum Architecture      
Design level of ISD. 
 
ISD Project Steering Team 
The role of the ISD Project Steering Team is to 
own the instructional product development  
project and make key decisions at various  
project milestones/review points. The specific 
responsibilities of the Project Steering Team are to 
 

► Review/critique and revise the Project Plan. 
► Select candidate members for the Analysis Team. 
► Review/critique the Analysis Report data and preliminary recommendations. 
► Select candidates for the Design Team 
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► Review/critique the ISD Design documentation. 
► Select candidate members for the Pilot-Test Team’s Management                        

Representatives and Target Audience Representatives 
► Review/critique the Pilot-Test Report and update all Revision Recommendations 

to Revision Specifications. 
 
The ISD Supplier project manager “uses” the Project Steering Team to test ideas and 
obtain sanctioning for all project activities via the gate review meetings. The members 
of the Project Steering Team review, debate, and challenge the Project Plan. Team 
members also assist in making available the human resources data and other data 
needed to conduct the project. In addition, they select all of the other PACT team 
members. 
 
Project Steering Team roles and responsibilities are similar in all three of levels of ISD 
- Curriculum Architecture Design, Modular Curriculum Development, and Instructional 
Activity Development. In each case, the team is composed of members who have a 
stake in the outcomes and process for conducting the PACT Process project. And in 
each case, the most important role on the Project Steering Team is that of                    
chairperson. 

The Project Steering Team Chairperson 
In general, the Project Steering Team chairperson is the logical owner of the project, 
the person with responsibility and accountability for making change happen. This            
person will possibly be evaluated by his or her management based on the success of 
the project. (Organizational etiquette suggests that the PACT project manager, the 
planner of the process leading to that success or failure, must understand how score is 
kept for the client.) 
 
The Project Steering Team chairperson is the key customer/stakeholder interface and 
helps identify all other key stakeholders that should be involved in the project. Early in 
the project, this person provides key input for the development of the Project Plan. 
 
The Project Steering Team chairperson also helps identify other individuals that he or 
she thinks may be necessary to involve in the conduct of the project. They, too, should 
be engaged up-front. Many of these key stakeholders may be the future members of 
the Project Steering Team. 

Project Steering Team Members 
Project Steering Team members nominally include key leaders of the organizations 
within the scope of the project. To accomplish its tasks, the Project Steering Team 
must be composed of the highest level individuals who may benefit from or be affected 
by the project. The goal is not to get the company CEO on the project, but to get other 
people with the right authority levels and interest― those with authority to prioritize and 
then provide dollars and people for the follow-on T&D projects. But in addition to            
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authority, the project manager wants the participation of stakeholders. The project 
manager wants those with something at stake in the outcomes of the T&D project; 
those who will have to live with the consequences of doing nothing, doing the wrong 
thing, or doing the right thing. Those with something at stake could include customers 
of a process; suppliers; and support organizations such as information systems, field 
operations, human resources, etc. 
 
In selecting candidates for the Project Steering Team, the general rule is to determine 
who might come forward sometime during the project and question or take exception 
to what is happening. Better to invite them on day one to have their say and attempt to 
influence the Project Steering Team. Having them join the fray two months into the 
project is never ideal. 
 
If a project hits close to their home, candidates who are true stakeholders might be so 
intrigued by the thought and structure of the planned effort that they might be willing to 
participate―if they see a return for their investment. Maybe they’ll need to delegate 
participation. But the goal is to bring in representatives of all key groups! 
 
How many members are on a Project Steering Team? The fewer members, the faster 
things may move. The more members, the less likelihood any one individual can            
negatively influence the project. It’s a balancing act. 
 
Establishing a formal Project Steering Team ensures that key stakeholders “buy in” to 
the Project Plan politically, that it makes business sense, and that the outputs and 
planned tasks will be supported during and after the project. The Project Steering 
Team handpicks all other team members, and that goes a long way to ensuring that 
the outputs produced by those teams have credibility. That is extremely important                
because the volume of data in the outputs produced makes it problematic that the  
Project Steering Team will be able to do a thorough review. Besides, it’s better to build 
in quality early than to attempt to inspect it in later. 
 

The First Project Steering Team Meeting 
Project Steering Team members may be recruited by the project manager or, in the 
ideal case, by the Project Steering Team chairperson. The chairperson’s credibility and 
organizational responsibility can be a big advantage in recruiting. 
 
If the project manager recruits potential members, he or she should make                          
arrangements for the first meeting of the Project Steering Team before making                    
recruiting calls. In contacting prospective members, the project manager should know 
the potential  location of the first meeting (and have at least two alternative dates to 
propose) and know the meeting length (no more than two hours for this first meeting). 
The project manager should make detailed copies of the Project Plan available in             
advance. 
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At the first meeting, the project manager should be prepared to present the Project 
Plan in summary fashion and must sell Project Steering Team members on the project.  
 
The task is to demonstrate an understanding of 

► The performance situation the project is to address 
► The implications of the current situation 
► The magnitude of the implications 
► The payoff for resolving the situation 

 
The most critical information here is the payoff, the returns on the investment for       
resolving the situation. 
 
It’s up to the project manager to anticipate Project Steering Team member views,  
identify the pros and cons of alternative approaches, rank the alternatives, and be           
prepared to answer tough questions with logic, poise, and determination. Once the 
Project Steering Team is on board, gaining commitment and cooperation from other 
project participants is much easier. 
 
At the first and subsequent Project Steering Team meeting, it’s good technique for the 
project manager to engage in constructive confrontation. By forewarning the team of 
his or her intentions, the project manager gets the attention of the team and receives 
its feedback on those intentions. 
 
ISD Analysis Team 
The role of the ISD Analysis Team is to provide real-world input to the analysis process 
regarding the target audience’s expected performance and the associated knowledge 
and skills required. 
 
The Analysis Team should be composed of master performers and staff experts and 
individuals with specialized knowledge selected and recruited by the Project Steering 
Team members. The specific responsibilities of the Analysis Team are to 
 

► Provide input in the analysis meetings regarding the mission(s), areas of  
performance (AoPs), key outputs and metrics, and tasks and roles/
responsibilities of ideal performance; plus a gap analysis 

► Provide input regarding the enabling K/S for the AoPs’ data-sets 
 
The Analysis Team usually has between 6 and 12 members (eight seems to be best). 
Less is hardly a team approach, and too many more becomes unwieldy in a group   
forum. The Project Steering Team handpicks members of the Analysis Team, looking 
for 

► Mastery of performance 
► Credibility with the Project Steering Team 
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► Credibility with the target audience they represent 
 
This team is composed of members who can articulate the performance requirements 
of the job, task, or process. Collectively, team members will know all of the key          
enabling knowledge and skills. They are themselves master performers or, minimally, 
subject matter experts. Others who might make good Analysis Team members,             
depending on the situation, include managers and supervisors of the target audiences, 
and sometimes even novice performers. 
 
Individual master performers are known for their current expertise in today’s                  
performance situation (not the knowledge they had three years ago before they took 
a headquarters staff job!). They have good reputations and are credible with their 
management and peers. They are often called upon to help others in the                           
organization get out of trouble. They are often peer coaches for the organizations’ 
novices. They usually have strong egos and strong personalities, and facilitating 
them can often be quite a challenge for ISD staff. If there are any limitations on who 
can be involved in the analysis process, choose these master performers! We         
benchmark them during the analysis process. 
 
Subject matter experts are people who know a great deal about the job or some               
relevant issue, procedure, policy, tool, or problem. Subject matter experts may be 
knowledgeable about some aspect of performance or all of it; however, by the PACT 
definition they are not master performers unless they are currently performing a task to 
a level of mastery recognized by their own organization. Subject matter experts may 
not know how to get a job done when faced with today’s real-world barriers and issues 
or how to work around or plow right through. 
 
Manager and supervisor representatives are sometimes important. They often have 
the big picture when master performers and SMEs don’t. For example, sometimes 
the near-term future state is being designed just one step ahead of the real work, and 
very few people may understand what’s ahead in the future. (This is often the result 
of past managerial practices of keeping most people in the dark, inadvertently or            
deliberately.) In any event, managers and supervisors are often placed in the PACT 
Processes and even deliberately invited to act as spies on behalf of the Project 
Steering Team. 
 
Including novice performers is sometimes appropriate to the situation. While master 
performers are important because they have years of experience and understand the 
intricacies of performing the tasks on a daily basis, novice performers are important to 
the team because learning the job tasks has been a relatively recent experience to 
them. Novice performers can identify critical sequencing, tasks, steps, and other                
information that is important in the eventual training; more experienced performers 
might take these aspects of the job for granted. Novice performers know which                   
immediate survival skills are critical! If the focus of the project is on T&D for                            
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predominantly new hires, inclusion of these people may be especially useful. 
 
Getting the right people into the right teams or roles is critical, but even if there are one 
or two ringers (people with really no business being involved except as political hacks), 
having a preponderance of the really right people balances everything out acceptably. 
 
It is important to create an Analysis Team of diverse participants. Different folks add 
different perspectives to the analysis effort. 
 
The Analysis Team ensures that real-world work performance, as documented in the 
Performance Model, becomes the ultimate criterion for the T&D’s learning objectives. It 
also ensures that all additional analysis data, such as enabling knowledge and skills, is 
based on the Performance Model’s description of ideal performance. 

The Analysis Review Team 
A team related to the Analysis Team is the Analysis Review Team. One or more 
Analysis Review Teams may be put in place to extend the review and buy-in of the 
analysis and design data. 
 
Analysis Review Teams are formed when the Project Steering Team is worried that 
the small number of participants on the Analysis Team won’t provide enough real-
world input or won’t cover the politics well enough geographically. The more diverse a 
large organization is, the more useful Analysis Review Teams may be. For example, if 
Analysis Team members do not geographically represent the entire spectrum of              
target audience members, forming more broadly based Analysis Review Teams can 
provide valuable confirmation of the results obtained. Rather than overstaff the       
Analysis Team with the number sufficient to meet those concerns, slowing down the 
Analysis Team meeting, the PACT Process project manager should suggest the use 
of review teams. 
 
Usually, these teams are created for political reasons. The efforts of these teams slow 
down processes and increase costs, but forming these teams is sometimes a                             
necessity due to the politics and culture of the organization. They are not generally 
necessary when the Analysis Team and Design Team are staffed with the right people 
in the first place. 
 
Participants on Analysis Review Teams include master performers, subject matter              
experts, managers and supervisors, and novice performers. Analysis Review Team 
roles and responsibilities are similar in Curriculum Architecture Design, Modular                       
Curriculum Development, and Instructional Activity Development. 
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ISD Design Team 
The role of the ISD Design Team is to provide input and feedback during the actual  
design activities. 
 
The Design Team should participate in a structured process to begin the work of               
developing the T&D Event Maps, T&D Lesson Maps and T&D Instructional Activity 
Specifications. One to three Design Team members should be recruited from the 
Analysis Team. The specific responsibilities of the Design Team members are to 
 

► Use the analysis data and additions to frame an Event Map (of Lessons) 
► Sort the analysis data and additions further into Lesson Maps (of Instructional 

Activities) 
► Complete the Instructional Activity Specifications 
 

The Design Team is typically responsible for providing input in the design meeting           
regarding key content points, typical issues, level of detail required, estimates of time 
and length, and potential sources for the information. 
 
In line with the saying that “The T&D customer owns the content, and the T&D supplier 
owns the process,” the Design Team is asked to contribute live, as they see the T&D 
design unfold before their eyes. This is not design by committee; the Design Team 
does not do the design while the ISD practitioner sits and watches and writes. Rather, 
this is influencing the designer by committee; the designer designs T&D based on the 
analysis work products, doing that while Design Team members observe, critique, and 
contribute―live and on the spot. 
 
As with the Analysis Team, the Project Steering Team handpicks the Design Team. 
The Design Team is often composed of a subset of Analysis Team members, selected 
to represent all target audiences. Design Team members must 

► Be team players. 
► Be concrete thinkers as well as conceptual thinkers. 
► Understand job performance and knowledge/skill requirements even better 

than Analysis Team members do. 
 
Downselecting Design Team members from the Analysis Team is a critical step.                    
During the analysis meeting, the project manager and analyst get a chance to see the 
personalities and styles of each member. That’s when and how ISD professionals 
identify the best candidates for the next steps. 
 
Why doesn’t the project manager want new members on the Design Team? Analysis 
Team members have collectively worked their way through many decisions on job 
breakdowns, tasks, outputs, and so forth; they have organized the analysis data and 
should be comfortable and familiar with their organization. New members struggle with 
this organization; they may feel the need to “fix” the analysis data before they can go 
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ahead with the design process. Not only does this slow down the design process, it 
also makes the “old” Design Team members―the ones who served on the Analysis 
Team―upset because some newcomer is messing with “their” data. 
 
During the Design Phase, the project manager can sometimes deflect a potential new 
member to a position on a Design Review Team rather than the Design Team. But if 
it’s absolutely necessary to add a new member to the Design Team, the project             
manager must make sure the new member becomes thoroughly familiar with the 
analysis data and its organization. This means walking the new member through the 
analysis outputs step by step, detail by detail, and enlightening him or her to how this 
data will be used downstream. 

The Design Review Team 
The Design Review Team is used to expand the involvement of the target audience 
and stakeholders by having them critique the design effort’s outputs. The rationale for 
having a Design Review Team is similar to the rationale for having an Analysis Review 
Team. Participants on a Design Review Team may represent any and all stakeholders. 
The Design Review Team is a chance to have the design work products reviewed by 
members of the target audience and their managers. 
 
ISD Development Team 
The purpose of the Development Team is to help draft and refine all instructional and 
pilot-test materials, following the guidelines of the design specs and maps.  
 
The Development Team is composed of master performers and subject matter experts 
who may or may not have been involved in the project earlier, typically as members of 
the Project Steering Team, Analysis Team, or Design Team. Development Team    
members work in conjunction with ISD Team members to build the T&D. The role of 
the Master performers and subject matter experts (SMEs) is to provide content input 
for the development process and/or to review and critique material drafts per               
specifically assigned lessons. 
 
Development Team members are empowered to make minor modifications to the           
design, but they have to seek approval for any major changes. Development Team 
members may also have the additional responsibility of helping to deliver or administer 
the delivery of the T&D in initial pilot sessions or during deployment. 
 
Subject matter experts and master performers are sometimes designated to fill the 
roles of 

► Input subject matter expert 
► Review subject matter expert 
► Lead subject matter expert 

 
The input subject matter expert assists in detailing the lesson outline, following the             
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design specification. An instructional technologist is assigned to actually develop the 
lesson with the subject matter expert’s assistance. 
 
The review subject matter expert critiques lesson drafts; identifies additions, deletions, 
or corrections required; and submits all input and feedback to a lead subject matter  
expert and the assigned developer. 
 
The lead subject matter expert is responsible for all T&D content in the modules and 
lessons they are assigned. Lead subject matter experts integrate all T&D lesson          
materials as development proceeds. Lead subject matter experts may also be lead    
facilitators for specific lessons. 
 
Using the Development Team and the ISD Team, development―which includes                
microlevel analysis and design work―is finally accomplished in Phase 4 of Modular               
Curriculum Development or Instructional Activity Development—levels 2 and 3 in my 
3-level ISD model of the PACT Processes for T&D/ Learning/ Knowledge                            
Management.  
 
ISD Pilot-Test Team 
The role of the Pilot-Test Team is to attend and evaluate the initial delivery of the          
training for the purpose of generating revision recommendations for consideration by 
the Project Steering Team. The Pilot-Test Team members will be selected by the             
Project Steering Team. The role of the Pilot-Test Team members is to 
 
Attend the pilot session as active participant. 
 
► Participate in the extensive evaluations during the first delivery. 
► Daily verbal debriefs (end of each day) 
► Lesson by lesson written evaluations 
► Final, end-of-course written evaluations 

 
Note: the Pilot-Test Team’s Management Representatives are aka: “management 
spies” as they do not represent the target audience; and the Target Audience                        
Representatives represent the typical range of expected trainees/learners/performers 
that the instructional product is, by design, targeting. One can be used to assess             
completeness, accuracy and appropriateness of the Instruction, and the other to  
measure instructional effectiveness (level 2). 
 
Who Wants Spies In A Pilot-Test? 
T&D projects have long been fouled by management spies sent in for the first delivery. 
They attend to inspect and evaluate. They come out declaring that they really didn’t 
learn much themselves. 
 
Most of them may not have learned very much. But the design is usually not intended 
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for the type of people who are normally sent in to spy and report back. The T&D is  
usually produced for the unknowing, those who can’t tell you if it was the right stuff or 
not. But the unknowing can tell you if they learned anything at all, and it can be               
measured. 
 
Management spies have always served management’s need to ensure that the content 
in the T&D is good and appropriate before a general release is done for ongoing                  
deployment. T&D’s past reputation is not untarnished when it comes to the quality and 
worth of some of the products produced. Management always felt the need to “inspect 
quality in” because they were unsure the ISD process would “build quality in” from the 
beginning! 
 
I always ask for both types of pilot participants, in close to equal numbers. When I           
rationalize my request to the Project Steering Team, I am almost always rewarded with 
the right mix. I lessen the chances that I won’t get enough real learners compared to 
the real spies, so that it won’t throw the pilot session into disarray when the spies claim 
out loud that this is below them, too simple, etc. 
 
When target audience learners (some selected for their strength and ability to stand 
toe to toe with the wizened old veterans) declare, “Perhaps you forgot it was like when 
you were new,” this shuts down the issue. At that point, the management spies might 
evaluate from a different, and more appropriate, perspective.  
 
The ISD Team 
The role of the ISD Team is to conduct the actual ISD work of the project. This team 
will be composed of personnel from the T&D/Learning/KMS staff. The ISD Team Roles 
involved include: 
 

► ISD Project Manager 
► ISD Analyst 
► ISD Designer 
► ISD Lead Developer 
► ISD Developers 

 
These roles were covered previously in August in both the PX article version and the                           
Expanded Article on the ISPI web site. 
 
Summary & Close 
The team structure I’ve presented fits my ISD model…a 3-level model of ISD                       
processes. Yours may vary! Adapt if it is inappropriate to adopt. 
 
Next month: Pilot-Testing Guidelines and Tools for ISD 

 
Guy W. Wallace, CPT, has been an external ISD/HPT consultant since1982, is the 
president of EPPIC Inc., has been a member of ISPI since 1979, is a past president 
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of ISPI, and was the author of the book:  lean-ISD, a recipient of an ISPI 2002 
Award of Excellence. He may be reached via, and related resources may be       
obtained at his web site: www.eppic.biz and on his Blog at:  
pursuingperformanceblog.blogspot.com  
 

 

 
 

 

 
Now it’s your turn…to participate passively or actively... 

 
Read what others are contributing!!! 

Share your relevant methods & tools!!! 
Share your questions, comments or concerns!!! 

 
Log onto the ISPI web site: www.ispi.org     

 

To Fully Participate - ISPI encourages anyone who would like to participate in the IS Professional Community  
to go to Discussion Groups, log in, click on My Subscriptions and add the Instructional Systems ProComm    
to your list of groups.  

Consider getting involved the 6 other ProComms as well, or any of the other Discussion Groups! 

For Discussion Group Help (a "primer"): See Help on the Discussion Group Home Page: 

http://performance.ispi.org/scriptcontent/Custom/indexPage.cfm?page=DiscussionHelp&section=communities 
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Project Proven Tools and Techniques for ISD: 
 

Pilot-Testing Guidelines and Tools for ISD 
 

 

Expanded Article 11 Opening 
The 11th topic that we’re covering in this expanded 12-part PX series is:  
 

 Pilot-Testing Guidelines and Tools for ISD 
 

Article Opening 
The eleventh topic that we’re covering in this 12-part series is: Pilot-Testing Guide-
lines and Tools for ISD. 
 
Pilot-Testing 
One phase of my approach to ISD is the Pilot Test Phase. Instructors, facilitators, and 
administrators prepare materials and themselves to conduct the pilot test. My version 
of ISD via an ADDIE-like process is shown in the next diagram. Pilot-Testing is          
conducted in Phase 5 in both Modular Curriculum Development and Instructional     

Activity Development, levels 2 and 3 in my 3-level approach to ISD. 
 
As part of the Pilot-Testing preparation, the learning experience is described to           
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managers of pilot participants—especially if they have a role to play before, during, 
and/or afterwards. The managers are provided information and/or instruction for any 
activities that must be completed to ensure successful transfer of knowledge and skills 
to the actual job, thus insuring PERFORMANCE COMPETENCE. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Before the Pilot-Test Phase Back in Development/
Acquisition 
Alpha and Beta Testing - Most products, training or not, are tested during their          
development. The first round of formal testing is generally called alpha testing. The 
second round of organized testing on the more finished product is called beta testing. 
Beta testing is what ISD professionals usually call pilot testing. 
 
We feel that training developers should perform internal and informal developmental 
or more formal alpha tests during this phase as they see fit. For example, it’s usually 
worthwhile to try out exercises to ensure that instructions are complete, that learners 
have enough information to answer questions, that exercises are not too difficult or 
not too simple, and so forth. 
 
However, some of the time the structure of the content—and the way it’s expressed—
is rather arbitrary; one approach will work just as well as another. Be aware that if you 
ask for opinions on content and expression during a developmental test, you will surely 
get those opinions, along with the consequent rework (and potential schedule slip-
page). 
 
Unless you feel there are substantive issues on which you would like interim feedback, 
it may be better to let the pilot test in Phase 5 give you the feedback you want and 
need. We suggest that for Phase 4 you subscribe to the realistic notion that you will 
deploy, during the Pilot0-Test imperfection and then continuously improve, rather than 
deferring deployment for perfection. That continuous improvement is what Phase 5 is 
all about.  
 
But still, don’t use Pilot-Testing to deploy junk (a technical term). I always expected my 
developers to produce Pilot-Test ready instruction that should require less than a 10% 
fix post-Pilot-Test. 
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Overview of Pilot Testing 
Description – In Phase 5 of Modular Curriculum Development, the training is delivered 
during a pilot test, and extensive evaluations are conducted. 
 
Key Activities/Tasks – Project activities in this phase include preparing for the pilot de-
livery (conducting train-the-trainer sessions, as appropriate); conducting the pilot test; 
evaluating the results of the pilot test; documenting the evaluations; and developing 
revision recommendations for the Project Steering Team. The Project Steering Team 
turns the recommendations into revision specifications. 
 
Key Outputs – The outputs of this phase include 

► The Pilot-Test Report 
► A Project Steering Team presentation 

Tasks for MCD Phase 5 – Pilot Test 
The tasks of Phase 5 for Modular Curriculum Development are organized into five  
subphases. 

MCD Subphase 5.1 – Prepilot 
In this subphase, the project team prepares for the pilot test. Preparations include           
coordinating logistics, producing materials, coordinating the personnel required for the 
pilot, setting up the pilot-test location, and doing final readiness checks. 

MCD Subphase 5.2 – Pilot Deployment 
During Subphase 5.2, pilot testing is conducted in circumstances that replicate how the 
T&D will be deployed once it’s ready for general release to the marketplace. Basically, 
the project team conducts the pilot test, coordinates the resolution of issues that arise, 
and conducts evaluations on the T&D being pilot-tested. Tasks in this subphase will 
vary depending on the chosen deployment platform and media and need to be          
adjusted accordingly by the project manager.  
 
MCD Subphase 5.3 – Postpilot Revision Recommendations 
From this subphase comes a draft of the revision recommendations of the project’s 
ISD professionals, based on a thorough review of the data collected during the pilot 
test. These revision recommendations are later reviewed and processed by the Project 
Steering Team. 

MCD Subphase 5.4 – Pilot Phase Gate Review 
In this subphase, the last formal meeting is held with the Project Steering Team for the 
Modular Curriculum Development effort. The Project Steering Team receives an over-
view of the phase along with the ISD Team’s revision recommendations. The Project 
Steering Team’s decisions and reactions to the recommendations evolve into a set of 
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revision specifications for use in MCD’s sixth phase, Revision & Release. 

MCD Subphase 5.5 – Post-Gate Review 
In this subphase, the project manager distributes the revision specifications and            
obtains sign-offs on the progress completed during the phase. 
 
The Pilot-Test Deployment Team 
The purpose of the Pilot-Test Deployment Team is to conduct a pilot test following the 
initial development of the T&D. The Pilot-Test Deployment Team includes instructors, 
facilitators, and/or administrators who conduct the pilot session. The types of roles         
depends on the type of deployment and media being used. 
 
The Pilot-Test Deployment Team is used in both 
levels 2 and 3 of my 3-level approach to ISD: level 
2 MCD—Modular Curriculum Development/
Acquisition, and level 3 IAD—Instructional Activity 
Development/Acquisition. 
 
ISD Team members coordinate all logistics for    
facilities, equipment, media, food and beverages, 
invitations, and confirmations for the attendees. 
They also deliver the instruction or oversee the  
instructional delivery/participation for the purposes 
of pilot testing. Finally, they conduct written and 
verbal evaluations and debriefings to gather             
feedback for revision purposes.  
 
Along with the roles of facilitators and instructors, another role is crucial for the conduct 
of a pilot test: the role of the pilot-test participants. Participants attend and evaluate the 
initial delivery of the T&D for the purpose of generating evaluations and revision      
recommendations; the Project Steering Team considers these evaluations and        
recommendations. 
 
The Pilot-Test Team 
Pilot-test participants are handpicked by the Project Steering Team to create a balance 
between  

► Target audience representatives 
► Management representatives 

 
Target audience representatives are from the pool of eventual learners who will              
participate in the T&D after the pilot. They are used to measure the amount of learning 
that occurs.  
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Management representatives (a.k.a. management spies) are handpicked by the  
Project Steering Team to participate in the test. They are used to determine whether 
the right “learnings” are taught to an acceptable level. In combination, the two               
perspectives give the ISD Team the right data to determine what happened well and 
what did not. 

 
Conducting the Pilot-Test 
During the pilot-test session, written and verbal evaluations are collected and                      
debriefings are conducted, hopefully with minimal impact to the “flow” of the instruction.  
 
After the Pilot-Test session or sessions, the evaluation feedback is assessed by the 
ISDers so as to create “revision recommendations” which are generated for                    
consideration by the Project Steering Team.  
 
The Project Steering Team in their final “Gate Review Meeting” may accept, modify, or 
reject the revision recommendations.  
 
The final results constitute the “revision specifications” used in the final phase of a               
ADDIE-level ISD project: Revision & Release. 
 
Evaluations 
The types of evaluations I use in Pilot-Testing come from this family of evaluations: 
 

► End-of-Lesson Written Evaluations…used after every two-or-three lessons 
► End-of-Day Debriefings…done at the end of each day or PT period 
► End-of-Event Written Evaluations…used after every T&D Event 
► End-of-Event Debriefings…done after every T&D Event 

 
Of course how you implement the above evaluations will depend on the delivery              
platforms you must use in your Pilot-Test. The best evaluations are centered on      
performance competence—the ability to perform tasks to produce outputs to               
stakeholder requirements. They should have “high fidelity and reliability.” 
 
Summary & Close 
The purpose of the Pilot-Test is to conduct a “full destructive test” following the initial 
development of the T&D content, before it is updated and the released – “pushed to” 
and/or “pulled by” the various target audiences. 
 
Of course, ongoing evaluations may occur after every delivery, or less often depending 
on the Risks and Rewards associated with the Performance Competence being        
addressed by the Instruction and Information content. 
 
Next month: Tips for Recruiting and Working with a Powerful ISD Project Steering 
Team 
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Now it’s your turn…to participate passively or actively... 

 
Read what others are contributing!!! 

Share your relevant methods & tools!!! 
Share your questions, comments or concerns!!! 

 
Log onto the ISPI web site: www.ispi.org     

 

To Fully Participate - ISPI encourages anyone who would like to participate in the IS Professional Community  
to go to Discussion Groups, log in, click on My Subscriptions and add the Instructional Systems ProComm    
to your list of groups.  

Consider getting involved the 6 other ProComms as well, or any of the other Discussion Groups! 

For Discussion Group Help (a "primer"): See Help on the Discussion Group Home Page: 

http://performance.ispi.org/scriptcontent/Custom/indexPage.cfm?page=DiscussionHelp&section=communities 
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Project Proven Tools and Techniques for ISD: 
 

Tips for Recruiting and Working with a                    
Powerful ISD Project Steering Team 

 
 

Expanded Article 12 Opening 
The 12th topic that we’re covering in this expanded 12-part PX series is:  
 

Tips for Recruiting and Working with a Powerful ISD Project Steering Team 
 
Establishing a formal Project Steering Team ensures that key stakeholders “buy in” to 
the Project Plan politically, that it makes business sense, and that the outputs and 
planned tasks will be supported during the project.  
 
The Project Steering Team 
The Project Steering Team (PST) is typically responsible for “Owning” the project and: 

 
► Reviewing the Project Plan and directing the project  
► Selecting all participants for later phases of the project  
► Reviewing and providing feedback for all project documents and outputs  
► Establishing development/acquisition priorities  
► Approving or redirecting the Implementation Plan  

 
The Project Steering Team represents key stakeholdersand makes all critical deci-
sions concerning the project. Project Steering Team members are selected for their 
business sense, their political resources, and their stakes in the outcome of the pro-
ject―stakes not in the T&D outcome, but in the performance improvement to which 
the T&D should lead and enable. 
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On Politics 
We live within political systems at work and at home. If you don’t like politics, that’s 
okay. But whether you do or not, you still have to deal with politics to be successful. 
The decision to deal with politics squarely and up-front is, quite frankly, up to you. 
 
The Project Steering Team is key to getting a project wired into the prevailing political 
structure. Not having this group on board from day one typically causes problems from 
day one that often continue long after the project is complete.  

The Project Steering Team Chairperson 
In general, the Project Steering Team chairperson is the logical owner of the project, 
the person with responsibility and accountability for making improvement happen.  
 
Early in the project, this person provides key input for the development of the Project 
Plan. The Project Steering Team chairperson also helps recruit other individuals that 
he or she thinks may be necessary to involve in the conduct of the project.  
 
Why would any potential PST member want to participate? And first- why would the 
ISD Project Manager want such oversight and control over their efforts? 
 
The PST - WIIFT 
The ISD Project Manager’s WIFFM…the “what’s in it for them (me)”…include: 
 

► Using the PST to test ideas and obtain sanctioning for all project activities 
via the gate review meetings 

► PST members also assist in making available the human resources and 
data needed to conduct the project.  

► In addition the PST selects all of the other team members and ensures their 
participation. 

 
Having the participation of the stakeholders in a predictable process will likely save 
everyone from doing “something that the stakeholders might after-the-fact disagree 
with” – thus saving time, costs, and the energy from reduced/eliminated rework 
 
The PST - WIIFM 
The Project Steering Team’s WIFFM…the “what’s in it for me”…potentially includes 
 

► Their organizations might be core/central to the issue or an enabler (or bar-
rier) to solution implementation…they have a “stake” 

► Participation insures a voice and a hand in the analysis of the issues 
(problems/opportunities), and the selection of the solution-set, and the plan-
ning for its implementation 
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Recruiting the PST 
In selecting candidates for the Project Steering Team, the general rule is to determine 
who might come forward sometime during the project or its later implementation…and 
question or take exception to what is happening.  
 
Better to have invited them in on day one to have their say and attempt to influence the 
Project Steering Team. If a project hits close to their home, candidates who are true 
stakeholders might be so intrigued by the approach and structure of the planned effort 
that they might be willing to participate - if they see a return for their investment.  
 
How many members are on a Project Steering Team? The fewer members, the faster 
things may move. The more members, the less likelihood any one individual can nega-
tively influence the project. It’s a balancing act.  

The Project Steering Team and “Command and Control” 
PACT projects are structured so that participants are empowered―within certain 
boundaries and limits. The Project Steering Team provides many of those boundaries 
and limits. By their actions, Project Steering Team members help to provide “command 
and control” for the PACT project. 
 
Command and control is an old, and some would say outdated, paradigm. But even 
with empowerment and flat organizational structures, it’s necessary to have a way to 
provide clear direction, to gather strategic input from leaders and stakeholders, and to 
resolve conflicts among stakeholders. Without command and control, the project ship 
would drift aimlessly, never reaching its destination. 
 
The Project Steering Team and its gate reviews embody command and control. They 
allow the voice of the customer from the upper levels of the organization to be taken 
into account. They allow for the discovery and resolution of conflict among T&D        
customers and between customers and supplier. They allow for the review of project 
goals, direction, and progress―and for redirection as required. They allow the project 
to move forward quickly and efficiently toward its goal of designing and developing 
high-quality T&D. 
 

Customers and Suppliers Need to Accept Command and 
Control 
Some ISD professionals don’t like the idea of a Project Steering Team telling them 
what to do. But the team helps to move things along and to obtain resources for the 
project. And don’t forget, while ISD owns the process, the content and the resulting 
T&D belong to the customer. 
 
After all, we work for them. They represent the customer. They pay the freight. 
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It’s important to clarify for the Project Steering Team up front that its purpose is for 
customer command and control―that from the team we expect strategic input, timely 
reviews, and an open forum for the resolution of project issues.  
 

Tips for Dealing with the Project Steering Team 
 

► Good planning and a Project Steering Team are what it takes to kick off a 
training development project successfully. I don’t claim that these methods 
are easy to use; I do claim that they show their value in later phases and 
steps. 

 
► Most Project Steering Team members will likely have much experience with 

projects, whether T&D-related or not. They have “been there, planned it, and 
then rolled with the punches as they did it.” So they can be expected to “be 
real” with the project manager, if the project manager’s plan is at all realistic. 

 
► PACT ISD professionals invite Project Steering Team members to gate re-

view meetings and arm them with questions to challenge ISD’s own work! Of 
course, Project Steering Team members will have their own questions and 
challenges, but the PACT Process directs the team to think critically about 
project progress and work products and what needs to be discussed now 
(not later) to ensure continued project success. 

 
► Expect pushback regarding the conduct of formal analysis. They may just 

want to tell you what they want and see you “get on it!” 
 

► Project Steering Teams may not realize that PACT is accelerated. For exam-
ple, three months to conduct non-PACT task analysis would seem like 
analysis paralysis to the Project Steering Team, especially if the analysis 
data and insights read back after 90 days are what they told us on day one 
when they requested the T&D in the first place! PACT never takes that long! 

 
I’m not suggesting that early efforts to recruit and corral the right people will be easy. 
But success breeds success, and everyone likes to be on winning teams. Set yourself 
up for success with the careful selection of the Project Steering Team!  
 

A Shot across the Bow 
The project manager fires “warning shots” where necessary. These are similar to 
“advanced organizers” or any other preface activity/method. For example: “I’m going to 
take all of this group-paced training and turn as much of it as I can into self-paced 
training.”  
 
Why not tell that to the Project Steering Team as early as possible and allow its mem-
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bers to challenge your ideas? That way there are fewer surprises (and fewer changes 
of direction) later. 
 
Engage. Discuss. Communicate.  
 
Summary & Close 
Establishing a formal Project Steering Team ensures that key stakeholders “buy in” to 
the Project Plan and will support your efforts as dictated by the needs of the business. 
 
Series Close 
That concludes this 12-part series on ISD. I hope that you have benefited and have 
adopted and/or adapted the ideas presented here for your situation! 

 
Guy W. Wallace, CPT, has been an external ISD/HPT consultant since1982, is the 
president of EPPIC Inc., has been a member of ISPI since 1979, is a past president 
of ISPI, and was the author of the book:  lean-ISD, a recipient of an ISPI 2002 
Award of Excellence. He may be reached via, and related resources may be        
obtained at his web site: www.eppic.biz and at his Blog: Pursuing Performance at:  
http://pursuingperformanceblog.blogspot.com  
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To Fully Participate - ISPI encourages anyone who would like to participate in the IS Professional Community  
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